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Prnsoxal B.lcxcnouNo
I worked at Sandia National Laboratories for 3l years prior to retirement in December of 2011.

Sandia is a U,S. Department of Energy national laboratory devoted to work on nuclear weapons, broader
defense and deterrent systems, homeland security, and a variety of energy programs.

While at Sandia, I was responsible for a broad range of theoretical, computational, and experimental
research in a great many areas, including:

' multi-phase flow in heat pipes and porous media, including geological materials. gas transfer systems for nuclear weapons
. containment ofunderground nuclear explosions

' fractures in geological materials driven by single and multi-phase flows (hydraulic fracturing). optimization and parameter estimation
' analysis of data through development and application of physically-based models

During this time, I also served as a member the U.S. Nuclear Emergency Search Team, providing
analysis, countermeasures, and field response to terrorist threats involving nuclear weapons.

Eleven years before retirement, I was promoted to the special appointment of Senior Scientist. In that
capacity, I was additionally responsible for leadership of Sandia's -$l2Mlyear laboratory-directed R&D
program in nuclear weapons and served as a member of Sandia's Science Advisory Board responsible for
-$150M annual investments in discretionary research. As a Senior Scientist, I also served as a technical
resource for the laboratory and was asked on numerous occasions to address urgent, highly challenging
problems across multiple disciplines, including fluid dynamics. Such requests were based on my
technical judgment, ability to examine data carefully, and my ability to draw useful conclusions from data
through specialized mathematical models. I used these skills in my analysis of oil discharged from the
Macondo well, just as I did in my career at Sandia.

I have authored over 50 refereed journal publications, more than one hundred corporate technical
reports, and hold 12 U.S. and international patents.

I received my B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign in 1976, 1977 and 1980. My area of specializationwas fluid dynamics and thermal
sciences.

InvolveurNT rN DEEpwATER HoRrzoN REspoNsE

I participated in Sandia's contribution in the Department of Energy response to blowout of the
Macondo well beginning in June of 2010. As part of that work, I developed the methodology used here
and computed flow rates and the cumulative discharge of oil based on the data available to me at the time.
I documented those studies in Sandia Report SAND2OIl-3800 released in June 2011. This work was
later peer reviewed and published in the journal Environmental Science and Technolog,t The conclusions
I express in this report are based largely on this modeling and analysis conducted while a Sandia
employee.

My conclusions are also based in part on further research following my retirement from Sandia. This
additional study enabled the discovery and analysis of additional data, resulting in refinement of the
conditions used in my calculations and deeper understanding of the events immediately following the
blowout. My methodology, however, has remained the same as that developed at Sandia. With this
additional effort and new data, my estimate of the cumulative discharge has been revised downward by
roughly 2%o relalive to my "most likely" discharge previously determined and documented.
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Extcunvn Suuulnv
The purpose of my study was to quantifu flow rates and the cumulative discharge of oil from the

Macondo well over the roughly 86 days following blowout. I conclude that the cumulative discharge was
5.0 million stock-tank barrels (mmstb). Quantified uncertainties in this value are -13.9o/o and +9.7Yo,

leading to bounds on this nominal value of 4.3 to 5.5 mmstb. The flow rate just following blowout was
approximately 63,000 stock-tank barrels per day (stbd). This flow rate decayed to approximately
55,000 stbd just prior to installation of the capping stack.

To obtain these values, I developed a physically-based empirical model describing flow in the
reservoir, wellbore, BOP, and capping stack. This model is physically-based because it is built on two
underlying principles of fluid dynamics. The first of these is conservation of mass. That is, the mass of
stock-tank oil entering any segment along the flow path must also exit that segment. The second is that
flow rates exhibit certain specific relations to the frictional pressure drop, depending on whether the flow
is laminar or turbulent.l For laminar flows, as in the reservoir, the flow rate is simply proportional to the

pressure drop. For turbulent flows, as in the wellbore, BOP, and capping stack, flow rates are

proportional to the square-root ofthe pressure drop. Provided a measured flow rate and pressure drop at

one condition, I can therefore calculate flow rates at other conditions for which just the pressure drop is

known. This model is also empirical in nature because I determined the constants of proportionality
relating flow rates to pressure drops from pressures and flow rates that were actually measured. All
pressures and flow rates discussed in my report were measured by BP.

Through this methodology, utilizing a combination of theory and empiricism based on BP data, I
believe the model very accurately represents the well from a perspective of flow without the need for
details of the flow path or physical dimensions along it. And because the model conserves mass along the
flow path, the pressure drop between any pair of known or measured pressures can be used to compute
flow rates over the 86 days ofinterest.

My best estimate of the discharge was calculated using this model along with pressure differences
(drops) between reservoir pressures and pressures measured at the bottom of the BOP periodically over
the 86 days. An important advantage ofusing this particular pair ofpressures is that resulting calculated
flow rates and the cumulative discharge automatically account for the many alterations of the wellhead
geometry downstream of the BOP gauge through their influence on BOP pressures. Removal of the

marine riser, installation of the top-hat, and even erosion of the BOP rams are all therefore dealt with in a

rigorous manner without need for detailed knowledge of the changing wellhead geometry.

Related key findings of my study are that:
. The top-kill activities between May 26 and 29 had essentially no lasting influence on flow rates and

very little impact on the cumulative discharge.
. Removal of the marine riser increased flow rates from the well by roughly 3%.
. Any significant erosion of the BOP rams, pipe, riser, and cement barrier in the bottom of the well

occurred rapidly over the first few days following blowout. Subsequent erosion had little impact on

flow rates or on the cumulative discharge.

I established the validity of this model and its underlying assumptions through comparison with
various measured pressures and flow rates, comparison with well-established models of two-phase flow,
and comparison with calculations done by BP. Validity of the model was further established through two
altemative calculations using the fixed ambient sea pressure to calculate historical flow rates, both of
which yield a cumulative discharge that is within 2%o of my best estimate. I established accuracy of the
model and my best estimate of the discharge through a quantitative analysis of uncertainties.

I The frictional pressure drop is simply the difference in pressure between two points along a flow path, excluding
the difference due to gravity. This difference due to gravity is usually referred to as the elevation head. Laminar

flows are characterized by smooth orderly behavior as one layer offluid slides past another. Turbulent flows are

characterized by extensive mixing, folding, and chaotic motion.
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Mrruooor,ocy AND Moonl
Calculation of the cumulative oil discharged from the well requires the calculation of flow rates

periodically over the 86 days between blowout on April 20 and shut-in on July 15.2 Any calculation of
these flow rates in turn requires pressures at two points somewhere along the fiow path from reservoir to
sea. These pressures may be measured over the 86 days or known by other means. General-purpose
theoretical models used in such calculations also require a detailed description of the geometry between
the two points at which pressures are specified, including lengths and apertures at every position along the
path. They additionally require an equation of state describing the fluid as a function oi the pressure and
temperature, some model describing fluid temperatures, and constitutive equation relating thJflow rate of
a two-phase fluid to local pressure gradients as a function oflocal fluid properties.

Most of this required information is available, and the geometry and dimensions of the wellbore and
capping stack are well characterized. The geometry, lengths, and apertures of the paths into the bottom of
the well and through the BOP, however, cannot be characterized wiih sufficient ur"rru.y to yield accurate
estimates of the flow rates. Under such circumstances, a good alternative to the thioretical approach
employed in general-purpose models is the hybrid methodology used here. I refer to this as a physically-
based empirical model. Here the reservoir, wellbore, BoP, ;d capping stack are all characteiized from
the perspective of flow using measured pressures and flow rates, without the need for a detailed
description of their geometries or dimensions. Assumptions underlying the model are described in
Appendix A. Details of the mathematics are provided in Appendix B.

This model combines pressures measured by BP with two underlying principles of fluid dynamics in
a manner that enables me to calculate flow rates over the 86 days following blo*out of th" weli. The first
of these principles is conservation of mass, requiring that any oil entering the wellbore must also exit the
wellbore at some point along the flow path. The second principle is that flow rates vary with the pressure
drop between two points along the flow path according to certain well-established relationships.

In my model, the relationship between the pressure drop and flow rate of oil in the reservoir is
described by an industry-standard productivity index. Here the relationship is linear such that the flow
rate is simply proportional to the pressure drop, as appropriate for laminar flow in a porous material, and
the constant of proportionality is the productivity index. Flow in the wellbore, BOi, and various paths
through the capping stack (when present) is described by a series of discharge coefficients relating the
flow rate to lhe square-root ofthe pressure drop, as appropriate for the turbulent flow that occurs in these
segments along the path. In this sense, the model is physically based in that flow rates are related to
pressure drops according to well-established principles of fluid dynamics. The technical basis for use of
these discharge coefficients is described in Appendix C. Theri I demonstrate that constant discharge
coefficients very accurately reproduce flow rates computed using more complex general-purpose models
of two-phase flow for the conditions of interest here.

A schematic of this model is shown on the left of Fig. I below, along with a diagram of the well.
Each black dot along the schematic represents a point at which pressures u.i kno*n, me-asured, or can be
calculated. Colored lines between these represent flow paths that are characterizedby the pioductivity
index or one of five discharge coefficients. These discharge coefficients, constants of proportionality, are
not known beforehand. In a purely theoretical approach they are calculated for each ptrase using tengttrs
and apertures along each segment of the path, along with the equation of state and models describing heat
transfer and two-phase flow. Here I determine them empiricaliy from pressures measured during shut-in
and from pressures and flow rates of collected oil measured earlier the same day.

The method for determining the productivity index and five discharge coefficients is built on the
fundamental principle of conservation of mass. During shut-in, pressures were measured at the BOp

'There are^87 calendar days between April 20 and July 15,2llo,including the start and end dates. However, the
duration of flow between blowout and shut-in was 85 days and I 7 hours, oi approximately g6 days.
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(PT-B) and capping stack (PT-3K-2) at each of l5 steps as the capping-stack variable choke was closed'

At each of these steps, flow rates are calculated using the six parameters and the measured BOP and

capping stack pressures, the reservoir pressure, and the known ambient pressure at the seafloor.

Conservation of mass requires that the calculated flow rate from the reservoir through the wellbore must

equal the flow rate through the BOP. And, the flow rate through the BOP must equal that through the

variable choke and choke line of the capping stack. Together these provide 30 conditions that must be

satisfied by the productivity index and discharge coefficients.

vanable
Choke

▼

V

Figure 1. Diagram of the Macondo

well, blowout preventer, and capping

stack.3 The overall height of the

capping stack is about l2 feet; that of
the BOP is about 54 feet. DePth of
well from the seafloor is roughlY
13,300 feet. Capping stack was added

on July 12,2010. For purposes of this

analysis, the lower marine riser
package (LMRP) is considered to be

part of the BOP. The schematic at left
shows relative positions of pressures

and flow coefficients used in
calculating flow rates. Each

coefficient relates local flow rates to

the pressure difference over the line
segment of corresponding color'
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pressures were again measured at the BOP and capping stack during oil collection preceding shut-in,

and these are again used to calculate flow rates based on the six parameters. Here, the calculated flow

rate up the wellbore must equal the sum of the measured flow rate of collected oil plus the calculated flow

rate through the open kill line on the capping stack. Taking one case in which oil was collected and one

case in which it was not, this adds two addltional constraints that the productivity index and discharge

coefficients must satisfu. These constraints establish the overall magnitude of the flow rate based on the

actual measured rate of collected oil.+s This again reflects the empirical nature of my method and its

reliance on the actual measured behavior of the well via data provided by BP'

Because there are more conditions to be satisfied than there are parameters in the model, this becomes

a problem of least-squares estimation in which the six parameters are chosen to satisff all of the

conditions as best as is possible given the physical reality of the measured pressures and flow rates of

collected oi1.6 Here I istimate utt ri* parameters simultaneously using a non-linear least-squares

optimization algorithm, TJMARI.T Details of this process are provided in Appendix D'

3 Dimensions from BP flle``Macondo_Relief Well Wall_Plot― Re宙ew Pre‐ read xls'',SNL044-002450.
4 From BP flle“

Collection rates during wellintegrity test w Vx‐ 1.xls''.BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04884268.

I器糊鳥`殿,1:::二酵Ⅷ肥他留:1暑:」Lf:躙ょ調概J雷部1呪1:‖:∫l∫噛畿:n

BP‐HZN‐ 2179MDL07265827.XLS''.
6 1n COntrast,we are most fanllliar algebraic systems in、 vhich the number ofunknowns equals the number of

cquations and thc solution satisflcs all ofthe cquations exactly.

7 Jcfferson,T.H.,“ TJMARl‐A Fortran SubrOutine for Nonlinear Least Parametcr Estimation,"Sandia National

Laboratorics Report,SLL‐ 73-0305,1973.
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Once the six parameters are determined, my model is capable of describing flow through all points in
the well, BOP, and capping stack given appropriate known or measured pressures. Historical flow rates
over the 86 days can then be calculated using pressure differences based on any combination of the
reservoir, BOP, and ambient sea pressures. These flow rates are then integrated over time to yield the
cumulative discharge.

My best estimate of the cumulative discharge is based on flow rates calculated using the difference
between the reservoir pressures and pressures at the bottom of the BOP that were measuied periodically
over the 86 days. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The basis for this choice is that flow rates calculated using
the reservoir and BOP pressures automatically account for alterations of the wellhead downstream of the
BOP gauge through their influence on BOP pressures. Removal of the marine riser, installation of the
LMRP top-hat, installation of the final capping stack, and even erosion of the BOp rams are all therefore
dealt with in a rigorous manner without need for detailed knowledge of the changing wellhead geometry.

Ambient Sea
Pressure

Figure 2. Schematic of well showing the pressure
difference (6P) used in my best-estimate
calculations of historical flow rates and cumulative
discharge. This is illustrated by the black line
joining the reservoir and the BOP at the location of
the BOP gauge.

Alterations of the wellhead downstream of the BOp
gauge (PT-B) affect the measured BOP pressures
and so affect my calculated flow rates. Any such
alterations, including erosion within the BOp, are
therefore properly accounted for.

BEST ESTIMATES oF FLow RATES AND DISCHARGE

Using the difference between reservoir and BOP pressures, as illustrated in Fig. 2, my calculated
cumulative discharge of oil from the well is 5.0 million stock-tank barrels (mmstb). The average flow
rate from the well over the period from blowout to shut-in was 5g,300 stbd.

Quantified uncertainties in my cumulative discharge are -l3.9Vo and +9.7Vo. As discussed below,
these values arise from twelve distinct contributions. Applying these uncertainties to my nominal best-
estimate discharge of 5.0 mmstb yields a range from 4.3 to 5.5 mmstb. Based on the investigation
documented in this report regarding validity of the model and data, I have very high confidence that the
true discharge from the well lies within these bounds.

The calculated flow rates on which my cumulative discharge is based are shown in Fig. 3. Each point
on this plot (with the sole exception of time zero) represents a measured Bop pi.rru." and the
corresponding calculated flow rate. Although difficult to discern, this plot displays over 94,000
calculated flow rates. The initial flow rate from the well is slightly over 63,000 stock-iank barrels per
day (stbd). This decays to about 55,000 stbd just before instaliation of the capping stack. Following
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installation of the capping stack, the flow drops further depending on whether the choke, kill line or both
are open.

Figure 3 shows that the flow rate decays fairly smoothly with little evidence of any significant lasting

effects from the various wellhead activities, except perhaps removal of the original marine riser. Linear
fits to flow rates just before and after removal of the riser show an increase in flow rate of about

1800 stbd or 2.8oh. Calculated flow rates just before and after the top-kill effort are continuous along the

trend, indicating that the injection of mud and debris had no significant lasting effect on flow rates.

Linear fits to these rates just before and after top-kill are offset by just 0.1%.
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Figure 3. Best-estimate flow rates in thousands of
stock-tank barrels per day. These are calculated
using measured BOP pressures and the reservoir
pressure history shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Calculated best-estimate cumulative
discharged oil. Nominal cumulative discharge
over the 86 days is 5.0 mmstb. The range due to

uncertainties is 4.3 to 5.5 mmstb.

8060402080604020

I calculated the cumulative discharge of oil directly from the results of Fig. 3. This was done using a

trapezoid algorithm to integrate the instantaneous flow rate from one measured BOP pressure to the next.

These results are shown in Fig.4. Note that the history of the calculated cumulative discharge is much

smoother than that of the flow rates because brief excursions in the flow rate do not contribute

significantly to the cumulative total. Again, over 94,000 points are represented in this plot. The

cumulative discharge at the last point is 5.0 mmstb.

CONDITIONS USED FOR BEST ESTIMATE OF DISCHARGE

As already mentioned, my calculated cumulative discharge is based on differences between the

reservoir and BOP pressures over the 86 days following blowout. The BOP pressures I used for these

calculations are corrected by +740 psi from the reported values to account for a persistent offset in the

PT-B transducer. As discussed in Appendix E, this correction is based on reference of the PT-B gauge to
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Figure 5. Best-estimate reservoir and measured
BOP pressure histories. Per Appendix E, reported
BOP pressures are offset by +740 psi prior to July
l2 and by -620 psi thereafter.

Reservoir pressures less flowing elevation head
(upper black curve) are obtained from the indicated
initial and final values with a decay in between
based on cumulative flow from the well. This leads
to a reservoir pressure history that is very slightly
concave upwards owing to flow rates that are
initially high but fall as the reservoir pressure
decays.

Over 94,000 measured BOP pressures are shown
(black symbols). These were all provided by BP.
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Corrected BOP pressures used in my calculations are shown in Fig. 5 along with my best estimate of
the reservoir pressure history less the flowing elevation head.a Elevation heads are pressure differences
due to gravity and fluid density. They are excluded in my analyses because they do not contribute to
flow. The difference between these measured BOP pressures and the continuous reservoir pressure history
is used with the productivity index and discharge coefficient for the wellbore to calculate my best
estimate of flow rates and cumulative discharge over the 86 days.

The solid blue line in Fig. 5 represents a linear least-squares fit to the measured pressures between
May 8 and July 14, 2010.e The slope of this fit is -5.91 psi/day, with an intercept at the origin of
3560 psi. This corresponds to a true pressure of 4300 psi based on my estimate of -740 psi for the offset
in the PT-B gauge. This is the initial pressure (at zero elapsed time) used in my best estimate of the
cumulative discharge. Absent additional information, I believe this provides the best estimate of BOP
pressures before May 8. The slope of -5.91 psi/day is used in a later discussion related to decay of the
reservoir pressure as part of model and data validation.

8 Measured BOP pressures are from the BP flles:``MC252_DataDump_071810.xls'',SNL087-001206;“
05_14-23

May.xls'',SNL088-072912;“ 034a_20100516_0201_BPD410-49632-49632.xls'',BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06336851;
“033b_20100516_0201_BPD407-30430-30430.xls'',BP‐ HZN-2179MDL06089077;and“ PT B Offset2 15 Jun
thru 14 Jul xls",SNL022-007753
9 The ineasurcd values、

vcre flrst intcrpolated onto uniforln intervals of one day for each point to elinlinate biases

associated with highly episodic data having va」 able numbers ofpoints within cach measuremcnt period

four other gauges, as well as calibration of the PT-B gauge following recovery of the BOP. My estimate
ofthe discharge is also based on a reservoir pressure history determined by the initial value of I 1,850 psi
measured by BP before the blowout and by my own estimate of the final long-term wellhead shut-in
pressure of 7120 psi. This corresponds to a final reservoir pressure of 10,3 l0 psi and depletion of the
reservoir by 1540 psi over the 86 days of flow. This shut-in pressure and depletion are discussed further
in Appendix F.
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DrscussroN or UNcBnTAINTIES

In calculating uncertainties of -13.9% and +9.7Yo, I have considered twelve distinct sources of
potential error. As summarized in Table l, these arise either from sources associated with parameter

estimation (yellow) or from uncertainties or variations over the 86-day period (blue). The uncertainties

associated with parameter estimation in tum arise largely from variations in density, viscosity, and/or

quality of the gas-oil mixture that are not accounted for in my model. In Table l, for example, the

estimated variation in flow rates through the BOP due to density variations is =3.4%o, 
and this leads to

uncertainties in the calculated cumulative discharge of -1.6%o and +1.8%. These values were calculated

by perturbing the BOP discharge coefficient by t3.4o/o, estimating all other parameters holding this

perturbed value constant, and calculating the cumulative discharge that results. Uncertainties arising from

density-induced variations in flow rates through the capping-stack choke and kill lines were computed in

a similar manner. Additional details on my uncertainty analysis are presented in Appendix G. Note in

Table I that uncertainties associated with each source are simply grouped together according to sign and

so represent a worst-case scenario. We might reasonably expect that some of these uncertainties would

offset one another and so result in a somewhat lower total range.

\-/

Table 1. Summary of uncertainties
in my cumulative discharge due to
various sources. The numbers
immediately following each source

represent uncertainty in flow rate

associated with that source. Values
listed in the last two columns
represent resulting uncertainties in
the calculated historical flow rates
and cumulative discharge of oil
from the well. These are grouped
according to their signs without
regard to signs in the source.

The origin of these values is
discussed in Appendix G.

Source of Uncertainty
Negative Positive

(%) (%')

BOP t3.4o/o

Choke Dwn-Strm Tubing 14.5%
Kill Line tl.9%
Choke 2-Q Factor +250/-0%o

Measured Flow Rates

Res Press (7260 vs 6605 psi)
Head Variation During Shurln
Wellbore Density +3.4 I -4.0%
Res Density & Viscosity +0/-12%0

Reservoir Pres Decay (+50 psi)
BOP Gauge Offset (+llg p5i;
Flow Rate Before May 8

-1.6
-0.3

-0.3

-1.7
-1.6

-0.7
-l.3
-t.0
-0.3
-1.8
-3.3

+1.8
+0.3

+1.0

+1.8
+0.6

+l.l

+0.3
+1.9
+0.9

Total -13.9 +9.7

AlrnnxltlvE CALCULATIoNS oF FLow Rlrrs AND DIScHARGE

I have calculated my estimated discharge above using differences between the reservoir and BOP

pressures. Altemate calculations are possible, however, using the difference between the reservoir
pressure and fixed ambient pressure of -2200 psi at the seafloor. This method is discussed further in
Appendix H. Flow rates and the cumulative discharge can also be calculated using the difference
between the measured BOP pressures and the fixed ambient sea pressure. The pressure differences used

in these two alternative calculations are illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.

Comparing my best-estimate cumulative discharge with estimates based on these alternative methods

has provided me with significant insight into historical flow rates and potential mechanisms affecting
these flow rates. I first consider the alternative result based on differences between the reservoir and

ambient pressures (indicated by the blue line in Fig. 6). The calculated discharge using this alternative
pressure difference is 5.1 mmstb, which agrees with my best estimate of 5.0 mmstb to within 2%. Such

good agreement indicates that the various wellhead alterations, other than removal of the riser, did not

significantly affect flow rates. This good agreement also indicates that flow rates over the 86-day period

10 Confidentialper BP
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were not significantly affected by erosion within the BOP since use of the reservoir and BOP pressures
accounts for this possibility while use of the reservoir and ambient pressures does not. Any erosion in the
BOP that affected flow rates therefore had to occur over the first few days such that the state of the BOP
over the great majority of the 86 days was comparable to that at shut-in on July 15. If not, the alternative
discharge based on the reservoir and ambient pressures would significantly exceed my best-estimate value
of 5.0 mmstb, and this is not the case.

Figure 6. Schematic showing pressure differences
(6P) used in my best estimate and alternative
calculations.

Best estimate calculations are based on the
difference between the reservoir pressure and
pressures measured at the BOP using PT-B. This is
illustrated by the black line on the right.

The first alternative calculation uses the difference
between the decaying reservoir pressure and the
fixed ambient pressure of -2200 psi at the seafloor,
as indicated by the blue line at the left.

Second alternative calculation uses the difference
between the measured BOP pressures and ambient
seafloor pressure. This is indicated by the red line
on the left.

Ambient Sea
Pressure

Given that the state of the BOP remained relatively constant over most of the 86 days, further
conclusions about the state of the wellbore and reservoir can be reached. I now consider the alternative
calculation of discharge based on the difference between the BOP and sea ambient pressures (indicated by
the red line of Fig. 6). This also yields 5.1 mmstb, and this result does not involve the wellbore discharge
coefficient or productivity index. In this case, my best estimate of 5.0 mmstb would significantly exceed
the alternative value if the wellbore discharge coefficient or productivity index had increased significantly
over the 86 days. Again, this is not the case. Any variation in the wellbore discharge coefficient or
productivity index therefore also occurred within the first day or so such that the state ofthe reservoir and
wellbore over most of the 86 days were substantially the same as the state on July 15. And, this includes
the state of the cement barrier in the bottom of the well. This view is also supported through calculations
performed for BP by Add Energy that address the period just preceding the initial explosion. Under
conditions that most closely replicate measured pressures and observable events, their analyses indicate
that the effective productivity index increased by over 25Yobetween 2l:00 and 2l:30 on April 20.10 This
indicates that whatever down-hole restriction existed at that time was failing rapidly, regardless of
whether this restriction resided in wellbore debris, the float collar, or cement barrier. For continued
failure at this rate, I estimate that the productivity index would further increase to my best-estimate value

'n From "Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report," September 8, 2010. Appendix W, Case 7 ,Page 54.
To match data and observations, the pay zone was increased from l3 and 16.5 feet, corresponding to effective
productivity indices of 7.4 and 9.4 stbd/psi based on the nominal value of 49 stbd/psi and maximum pay zone of 86
feet used in that report. At this rate, the productivity index would reach 43.8 stbd/psi in 8.6 hours.
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in less than t hours.rl At this point, the cement barrier or other impediments would provide no significant
restriction to flow from the reservoir into the casing. Subsequent erosion in this region therefore could
not have influenced later flow rates.

These conclusions rigorously apply only forthe period from May 8 to July 15, the dates over which
BOP pressures were measured. While I conclude that erosion in the BOP during this period did not

significantly affect flow rates or the cumulative discharge, erosion in the first few days following the

blowout certainly did. The methodology I use here cannot address this early erosion directly, but can

instead provide an alternative calculation of flow rates and discharge in the first few weeks based on the

times at which various rams were closed. This is described in Appendix I. Here the time between riser

collapse on April 22 and the first BOP pressure measurements on May 8 is broken into a number of
periods defined by closing the various rams. I then calculate the flow rate and discharge for each period

using the difference between the reservoir and ambient sea pressures and the state of the BOP at that time.

This yields a cumulative discharge between April 22 and May 8 that agrees with the value from my best-

estimate calculation within 0.22 mmstb. Taking into account reasonable flow rates over the 36 hours

preceding riser collapse, this discrepancy is reduced to about 0.1 7 mmstb. From these results, I conclude

that uncertainties in conditions before May 8 are not large, contributing at most 3.3%o to the overall
uncertainty in my estimated cumulative discharge.

V,ll,rurv oF MoDEL AND DATA

To help ensure the accuracy of this model, validity of assumptions and data, and the quality of the

parameter estimation, I have undertaken a number of additional calculations and checks. These were

intended to verifu internal self-consistency ofthe model, freedom from gross errors, and good agreement

between calculated and measured values. To further ensure this integrity, I wrote from scratch a second

stand-alone version of portions of the model to confirm there were no undetected errors in the original

coding. Flow rates calculated from this were then successfully compared against those of the original
code. Highlights of my various validation efforts are described below. These demonstrate that my

model, built on several measurements made during and just before shut-in, accurately describes all
measurements made in that timeframe, provides consistent estimates of flow rates regardless of which

measured pressures are used, and accurately predicts pressures that were measured over the 86 days. My
validation efforts also show that my model parameters are consistent with values used by BP during the

blowout response and that flow rates calculated by BP are accurately reproduced by my methodology.

Comparison with BP Parameters and Calculations

My best estimate of the productivity index is 43.8 stbd/psi. This value was determined empirically

from measurements that characterize true behavior of the flowing well. Nevertheless, it falls very close to

the midpoint of the range of values of 37, 45, and 50 stbd/psi used internally by BP.rzt: I believe that the

BP values were all calculated using the estimated or measured permeability of the reservoir and the

wellbore geometry. As such, this comparison serves primarily to confirm that my methodology yields

credible results.

il Assuming that the cement remained reasonably intact, the likely mechanism for progressive failure is erosion. In

this case, the rate of failure would not remain constant but would instead increase rapidly as small channels opened

and fluid velocities increased. The t hour estimate thus very likely represents an upper bound on the time to

complete elimination of any resistance to flow by the cement or other down-hole restriction.
r2 "Dynamic Relief Well Kill forMacondoMC252 Blowout," SNL046-082105, O. B. Rygg, ADD Wellflow, AS,

June 2010.

't Value of 37 stbd/psi is obtained from analysis of calculations by Tony Liao of BP presented in "BP-HZN-
2t7gMDL}4g20969.xls." Value of 45 stbd/psi is from "Liao, Tony-2013011l-Ex I I t63.pdf." BP internal email

from Tony Liao to Maria Nass, June 27 ,2010.
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My best estimate of the wellbore discharge coefficient is ll52 stbd/psil/2 and again this was
determined empirically. Per Table 2 of Appendix C, this is about l87o lower than the roughly
1400 stbd/psir/2 inferred from BP calculation of flow rates along the casing. My value is lower, I belilve,
because it correctly captures the complex geometry at the bottom of the well whereas the BP calculations
did not. If the higher BP value were used, my best estimate of the cumulative discharge would increase
by roughly l5%.

Finally, one difference between my empirical methodology and the approach used in general-purpose
models of two-phase flow is my use of constant discharge coefficients to relate flow rates of stock-tank
oil directly to pressure differences. This is addressed at length in Appendix C. As part of that analysis, I
compared flow rates along the wellbore computed using a fixed discharge coefficient with those
calculated by BP using the comprehensive PROSPER model of trvo-phase flow.la A constant discharge
coefficient reproduces the BP results to within 1.3% for all flow rates from zero to 50,000 stbd. The
RMS deviation'' between the two results is just 0.83% over all flow rates. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.

a = 1410{6Pf

R=099991
RMS Dcv=0.83%
Max Dev=13%

Tony Liao, BP
Calculation

0 500 1000 l50r

Pressure Drop - 0P [psil

Comparisons During Shut-In and Oil Collection (July 15)

During shut-in, the capping stack choke was closed in a series of l5 steps. As shown in Fig. 8 below,
my calculated capping-stack pressures agree with the pressures measured by BP to within t2.6Yo or
tl20 psi over all l5 steps. Those for the BOP pressures agree within +1.7o/o or t90 psi. These deviations
are considerably smaller than the estimated accuracy of the BOP gauge, t200 psi.ro Such good

'o From "BP-HZN-2179MDL04920969.x1s". Created by Tony Liao, June 24,2010.
'' RMS (root mean squared) deviation is the square root of the average square of discrepancies between a model and
all measured points. This is a standard indicator of the agreement between a model and observed values. Smaller
values indicate befter agreement.

' 
u *MC252 Sensor Accuracy," Matt Gochnour, BP briefing, July I 8, 201 0. Exhibit 8684. Estimated accuracy of

BOP transducer was t4%o at 25o/o of full scale (5,000 psi) based on prior calibration.

60

Figure 7. Comparison of flow rates calculated via a

constant discharge coefficient and those calculated
by BP using the PROSPER two-phase model of
flow along the wellbore.

The BP PROSPER calculations employ the
widely-used Beggs and Brill correlations for two-
phase flow, a correlation for gas lift, a

comprehensive equation ofstate for the oil based
on measured oil properties, and a very detailed
description of the geometry of the wellbore casing.
My physically-based empirical approach
reproduces all of their flow rates to within 1.3%.
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agreement demonstrates, in part, that the assumptions underlying the model remain valid over a broad
range offlow rates and conditions.

My calculated flow rates during shut-in based on the difference between the reservoir pressure and
the measured BOP, capping stack, or ambient pressure agree with one another to within *3oZ over all l5
steps of the choke. This demonstrates that changes in the conditions downstream of the BOP are properly
accounted for through their influence on BOP pressures, even under dramatically varying conditions. This
also confirms validity of this methodology and its ability to yield accurate estimates of historical flow
rates that rigorously account for both known and unknown variations in the BOP and riser geometries
downstream of the BOP gauge.

V

V

Figure 8. Calculated and measured BOP and
capping-stack pressures during shut-in. Per
Appendix E, measured BOP pressures are corrected
by -620 psi.

Calculated BOP pressures (purple curve) agree with
the measured values (purple symbols) to within
1.7%o or 90 psi for all choke settings.

Calculated capping-stack pressures (orange curve)
agree with measured values (orange symbols) to
within2.6Yo or 120 psi.

Although the measured pressures were used to
calculate flow rates in my estimation of the model
parameters, these pressures were not fit as part of
that process. Instead, the parameters were
determined solely by conservation of mass.
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I also used my model and parameters to reconcile capping-stack and BOP pressures measured during
shut-in. This led to my prediction that the BOP gauge was linear and exhibited the correct sensitivity at
the time of shut-in. This prediction, documented in my Sandia Report,rT was later verified by calibration
of the gauge following recovery of the BOP.

On the morning of July 15, oil was collected from the BOP during four one-hour periods. My
calculated collection rates using the measured BOP and capping-stack pressures agree with the measured
rates within l.7o/o for all four periods. This is discussed in Appendix G. This demonstrates good
precision in measuring BOP and capping stack pressures and good precision in measuring flow rates of
collected oil.

Comparisons During the 86 Days of FIow

BOP pressures that I calculated using just the model parameters and reservoir and ambient pressures
agree very well with those actually measured over the 86 days. This calculated history is shown by the

'' Oil Release from the BP Macondo MC252 Well: Flow Rates and Cumulative Discharge Calculated using
Measured Blowout-Preventer Pressures, S. K. Griffiths, Sandia Report SAND2Ol l-3800, June 201l.
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black curve in Fig. 5 passing through the BOP pressures. The RMS deviation between these calculated
and measured values is just 4.6%, for the period from May 8 to early on July 15, and most of this
discrepancy is due to the fact that the calculated pressures are low, on average, by 3.7% or 160 psi as
compared to the measured pressures offset by +740psi. This discrepancy of 160 psi is roughly in the
range of uncertainty for my estimate of the BOP gauge offset and is again less than the estimated
accuracy of BOP gauge. Because these BOP pressures measured over the 86 days in no way influence
my model or the six parameters, such good agreement further demonstrates the accuracy of the model and
validates my independent conclusion that the offset in the BOP gauge was -740 psi during this period.

The observed decay in measured BOP pressures between May 8 and July 14 is -5.91 psi/day. This is
illustrated by the blue line in Fig. 5. Per Appendix J, my model predicts that the decay rate of the
reservoir pressure should be very nearly three times the decay rate at the BOP. This leads to a reservoir
decay rate of 17.5 psi/day or 1500 psi total over the period from blowout to shut-in. This agrees
remarkably well with my independent estimate of 1540 psi based on the long-term shut-in pressure, as
described in Appendix F. This independent estimate does not depend on any measured BOP pressures, so
such agreement again indicates validity of my model. It also indicates that the BOP gauge (PT-B) was
linear and exhibited the correct sensitivity between May 8 and July 14. Otherwise, the slope of the fit to
the measured pressures would be inconsistent with my independent estimate of the decay in reservoir
pressure.

INroRnr.l,rroN REeUTRED By rHE Fronnal Rulrs oF Crvrl PRocnouno

l. This report contains my opinions, conclusions, and reasons therefore.
2. A general statement of my qualifications is contained in the Personal Background section, page 3. A

more detailed statement of my qualifications is included in Appendix K.
3. A list of publications authored since 1995 is provided in Appendix L.
4. My compensation for the preparation of this report and any testimony as an expert witness at trial or

deposition is as follows: $180 per hour.
5. I have not previously testified as an expert witness.
6. The facts and data I considered in forming my opinions are listed in Appendix M.

The opinions expressed in this report are my own and are based on the data and facts available to me
at the time of writing. Should additional relevant or pertinent information become available, I reserve the
right to supplement the discussion and findings in this report.
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Appendix A: Main AssumPtions

Development of the model required for this approach involves several assumptions. These are that:

(l) all flows are fully developed, fully mixed, and quasi-steady;(2) all flows are turbulent, except in the

reservoir; (3) flow in the reservoir is laminar; (4) geometry of well from the BOP gauge down is
nominally unchanged over the 86 days; (5) two-phase flow through the capping stack choke is adequately

described by a constant de-rating factor over the range of conditions of interest; and (6) gas-oil mixture
densities at any fixed position along the flow path do not vary significantly with changes in pressure or
flow rate over the ranges of interest. For the wellbore, the last of these assumptions can be relaxed to a

statement that the mean density along the wellbore does not vary significantly with changes in pressure or
flow, again over the range of conditions of interest. As discussed in Appendix C, assumption 6 regarding

constant density is not actually required since turbulent discharge coefficients remain relatively constant

even when mixture densities and two-phase factors vary significantly.
Assumptions I through 3 are readily justified after the fact by examining computational results along

with the expected well geometry. Assumption 4 can also be justihed after the fact, at least in part, by
looking for discrepancies in the results suggesting the something significant and unexplained happened

along the way. This can reveal sudden changes in well geometry below the BOP, but slow evolution
cannot be discemed. Finally, assumptions 5 and 6 are somewhat intertwined. If the densities are

relatively constant, then the de-rating factor for two-phase flow should also be relatively constant
provided the overall composition is fixed. As further discussed in Appendix C, these two influences
additionally offset one another in their impact on variation in the discharge coefficients.

Pressures in the reservoir and deep in the well always exceed the bubble point value, well below
10,000 psi at the local temperature of about 240 F. As such, the oil-gas mixture in this region is always

liquid. Since temperatures here are stable and the compressibility of this mixture is fairly small, densities

deep in the well will vary by at most 3 .2%o as the reservoir pressure decays from roughly I I ,850 to I 0,3 l0
psi due to reservoir depletion. For laminar flow, mass flow rates are proportional to the fluid density, so

this total density variation leads to potential errors in flow rates of i.6Vo. The constant-density

approximation thus seems well justified here. However, laminar flow rates also vary inver-sely with
dynamicviscosity,andthisfallsbylessthan l5o/oaspressuresfallfrom ll,850to 10,3 l0psi.r8 Thenet
effect of this pressure variation is therefore an increase in flow rate of about l2Yo for a fixed pressure

differential as the reservoir pressure decays, leading to a marginal variation of $%o.

Along the wellbore, flow rates are determined chiefly by the pressure differential and mean density,re
and this varies only slightly over the full range of conditions of interest. For a linear temperature profile
from 150 or 180 F to 240 F between the BOP and bottom of the well, calculated mean wellbore specific
gravities vary only from 0.52 to 0.56 for BOP pressures between 3,100 and 6,605 psi, reservoirpressures
from 11,850 to 10,3 l0psi, and associated flow rates between zero and 70,000 stbd. Because turbulent
flow rates vary in proportion to the square-root of density, this density variation of 7% leads to a total
variation in the flow rate of 3.4%o and a marginal variation of just tl.7%, with higher densities yielding
higher flow rates. Such low variation in the mean wellbore density is important in these analyses because

this is the dominant restriction to flow between the reservoir and BOP over all of the 86-day history.
These density variations and the related elevation heads were calculated after-the-fact by computing

flow rates, the frictional pressure drop, local pressures and densities along the wellbore, and the resulting
mean wellbore density and elevation head using the baseline parameters and a version of the model

accounting for the influence of local density variations on both the elevation head and local wellbore
discharge coefficient. The equilibrium equation-of-state used in these calculations replicates proprietary

tabulations provided by BP for live oil at pressures above the bubble point.zo Fits to later BP tabulations,
also proprietary, yield mixture densities roughly l0%o below and above the values used in these

'* From BP file "Information Package 3.doc" under "Black-Oil hydrocarbon fluid properties table used in BP's
Prosper models." SNL007-006872. BP proprietary document.
le Turbulent flows depend only weakly on viscosity through dependence of friction factors on the Reynolds number.
2n From BP file "Live_Oi1_density.xls." SNL059-000136. August 18, 2010. BP proprietary document.
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calculations.zl'z2 While the three versions of this equation-of-state yield slightly different mixture
densities, the resulting variations in density are nearly identical. Calculated flowing elevation heads are
shown in Fig. I of Appendix G.

The assumption that local densities do not vary significantly along the wellbore also carries an
implied assumption that the elevation head in the wellbore does not change significantly with pressures
and flow rates over the range of conditions of interest. This head is also determined by the mean density
of the gas-oil mixture between the bottom of the well and the location of the BOP gauge and, as already
discussed, this varies by at most 7%o over all possible conditions encountered during the 86-day history,
including shut-in. This variation in mean density leads to a maximum total variation in elevation head of
roughly 220 psi based on calculated nominal head of 3220 psi. For turbulent flow, flow rates vary with
the square-root ofthe pressure difference, so this in turn leads to potential errors in the flow rale of t2.0o/o

with increasing densities yielding lower flow rates.23 Because mass flow rates fall with increasing
elevation head (due to reduced driving pressure differential) but increase with increasing density (due to
role ofdensity in flow rate correlation), the influence on flow rates ofdensity and elevation head tend to
offset one another such that flow variations due to wellbore density variations are reduced. It is therefore
conservative to treat these density variations and the resulting pressure variations independently in
assessing the accuracy of results as this approach will overestimate uncertainties.

During the shut-in process, BOP pressures ranged from roughly 4000 to 6600 psi. Over this range,
densities vary by l4oh for temperatures between 150 and 180 F, yielding an uncertainty in the flow rate of
t3.4Yo. The range of pressures at the capping stack are even larger, from roughly 3000 to 6600 psi,

leading to density variations of nearly 30%6 and potential errors in flow rates through the capping stack
choke of roughly r.7Yo. Further, the estimated equilibrium quality of the mixture (mass fraction vapor)
varies by a roughly factor of two. For this reason, it might be advantageous to limit use of the shut-in
data to capping stack pressures below 4000 psi, corresponding to the first five turns ofthe capping-stack
choke. Over this range of pressures, from 3000 to 4000 psi, densities vary by at most 20oh leading to
errors in calculated flow rates of x,4.8o/o. Limiting the shui-in data used to less than five turns of the
choke stem also ensures that flow through the BOP and capping stack is always in the two-phase regime,
thus also helping to ensure that assumption (5) of a constant choke de-rating factor remains valid for two-
phase flows with varying gas and liquid fractions. Over this range of conditions, the calculated
equilibrium quality of the gas-oil mixture varies by less than 30%, which should be more consistent with
the assumption of a constant de-rating factor. Surprisingly, limiting use of the shut-in data in this manner
has very little impact on the calculated historical flow rates, much less than lo/o.

Flow rates measured just prior to shut-in also play a role in this approach to estimating historical flow
rates. These measurements were made with the capping-stack kill line open over a range of conditions
leading to capping-stack pressures fiust upstream ofkill line) that varied from 2353 to 2400psi. For
temperatures between 150 and 180 F, this range of pressures leads to a variation in density of 7.7Yo,
leading to a marginal variation in kill-line flow rates of tl .9Yo. Calculated mixture qualities over this
range ofpressures vary by less than 0.1% for any fixed temperature between 150 and 180 F, so changing
fwo-phase conditions should have negligible impact on kill-line flow rates.

Finally, it is important to note again that these variations and potential enors in flow rate through the
BOP, capping stack, and kill line do not translate directly into uncertainties in flow rates calculated over
the 86-day period. These flow rates are determined only by the productivity index, wellbore discharge
coefficient, densities in the wellbore and reservoir, and pressure differences between the reservoir and
BOP. Variations in flow rates through the BOP and capping stack do indeed impact calculated flow
rates, but only indirectly through their impact on the estimated values of the productivity index and
wellbore discharge coefficient.

'' From BP file "Information Package 3.doc", SNLOO7-006872. Undated. BP proprietary document.

" From BP file "Black Oil Tables from EOS for All Temps I lJune2OlO.xls", LAL248-009068. June 11, 2010.
2r This variation is based on a nominal frictional pressure drop along the wellbore of265}psi obtained from the
average flow rate 62,800 stbd and the baseline wellbore discharge coefficient of 1219 stbd/psir/2.
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Appendix B: Mathematical Model

Flow from the reservoir to the bottom of the well is characterized by an industry-standard
productivify index (PI). This index describes laminar (Darcy) flow in the reservoir formation and yields
a flow rate that is proportional to the pressure difference between the far-field reservoir and the bottom of
the well. The units of the PI are stock-tank barrels per day per psi, so the flow rate is given by

Qn =h" =r6P (1)
Pn

where Q, is the flow rate in stock-tank barrels per day (stbd), m' is the mass flow rate of stock-tank oil,
p,, is the stock-tank oil density, r is the productivity index, and dP is the pressure differential in psi.

The units of in", and ps, can be picked in any manner that yields the flow rate in barrels per day.

Under the assumptions above, flows through the well casing, BOP restriction, and other flow paths

higher in the well can be described by a similar relation, but in this case the flow is assumed to be

turbulent and is also perhaps two-phase. Here the flow rate can be expressed in general as

▼

V

ρs′   ρs′ ρ∫′

where rit,,, is the mass flow rate of the gas-oil mixture, A, is the cross-section area along the flow path,

fr *0.7 is the mass fraction of the mix that is stock-tank oil, fz6 is a de-rating factor for fwo-phase flow,

d is the diameter or characteristic lateral dimension of the flow path, L is the path length, pi is the

mixture density, and I is the turbulent friction factor for single-phase flow. Note that the next-to-the-last
expression on the right of eq.2 combines all constants for either the BOP or well into a single

constant k . This expression is still rigorous provided the geometry is fixed; however, the final
approximation on the right of eq. 2 employs the two assumptions that a single two-phase de-rating factor
adequately addresses all conditions at a given location (i.e. the well, BOP, etc.) and that the density is
reasonably constant at any location. Again as discussed in Appendix C, both of these assumptions are not
rigorously required. The constant /r in eq. 2 is thus a discharge coefficient for turbulent flow that is
analogous to the productivity index. For convenience, the units ofthis constant are taken as stbd/psil/2,
and one such constant (four in total) will describe flow along the wellbore, through the BOP, through the
capping stack kill line, and the tubing downstream ofthe capping stack choke.

The final element of this model is a description of flow through the capping-stack choke. This choke
is characterized by a variable valve coefficient, Cy, having the units of gallons (of water) per minute
per psir". As such, the flow ofoil through the choke can be expressed as

Q′ =1生 =幽生= β/2ψ

15]耳ん編45

C=告 =午=Ψ椰 =等ふの価

(2)

where p], is the local specific gravity of the gas-oil mixture and pi, =0.83 is that of the stock-tank oil.
The factor 60'24 accortnts for conversion from minutes to days;42 accounts for conversion from gallons
to barrels. The overall de-rating factor is then given by

ir- - fr h'fr 
-o.8fr,t"[pi, = fo*

Pst

In analogy to eq. 2, flow rate through the choke can therefore be expressed as

(4)
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The final approximation here again employs the assumptions regarding a single two-phase flow factor for
all conditions and relatively constant density at the choke location. As discussed in Appendix C,
however, each of these assumptions is not individually required. Instead, the density and two-phase
factor may vary significantly while the effective discharge coefficient remains relatively constant.

Because stock-tank barrels are equivalent to mass, conservation along the flow path now requires that

K 6P,",-sa = k*,n.,16P ss -rop = kror.,!fi Bop-cs = k6r.rl6F s5-o.6

where the subscript res refers to the reservoir, BH to the bottom of the well, CS to the capping stack, and
amb to the exit condition at the seafloor. All of these discharge coefficients are (at this point) unknown
parameters, except for ft6.5 which is partially tied to the capping-stack choke Cv This is given by

where k25 is the unknown discharge coefficient for tubing downstream of the choke, joining the choke to
ambient conditions at the seafloor, and k1,i11 is the unknown discharge coefficient of the kill line. The
first of these is appropriate when the kill line is closed; the second is appropriate when it is open.

More generally, the flow between any two points along a flow path that does not include the reservoir
can be written as

Q,, = k"x:rldF i.1 where

where 5f;., denotes the pressure difference between the two points. The sum over local discharge

coefficients must include all values along the path between the two points of interest. If the path
additionally includes the reservoir, then the appropriate expression is

娠=(岩 +岩

「
Or姑九″+(岩+者

「

(6)
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Here a circumflex on the pressure difference indicates that this difference must include that from the
reservoir to the bottom of the well, while the sum yielding k,n in eq.8 is just over those path elements
involving turbulent flow. Finally, if the path spans just from the reservoir to the well bottom, then the
flow rate is given by eq. l, where 6P in this case is the difference between the reservoir and bottom-hole
pressures.
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Appendix C: Technical Basis for Constant Discharge Coeflicients

Appendix A of this report describes a set of assumptions leading to a correlation in which the
furbulent flow rate of stock-tank oil is proportional to the square-root of a pressure difference with a

constant ofproportionality, the discharge coefficient, that is fixed overthe range ofconditions ofinterest.
That correlation was derived in the classical manner of simpliffing general governing equations through
multiple assumptions. As described in Appendix A, these include the assumptions of constant fluid
density, constant two-phase factors, etc. However, the model used in these analyses is in fact based on
just the single assumption that all turbulent flow rates of stock-tank oil are strictly proportional to the

square-root of the pressure difference. This is equivalent to the single assumption that the discharge
coefficients for the wellbore, BOP restriction, capping-stack kill line and choke line tubing, and the
capping-stack variable choke valve are each independent ofthe pressure and temperature, again over the
range of conditions of interest. In this light, the multiple assumptions of Appendix A may be viewed as a

path to the central assumption ofconstant discharge coefficients for each ofthe flow elements.

Constant discharge coefficients still represent a fairly strong assumption given that two-phase flows
occur over much of the flow path, including a significant portion of the wellbore and the entirety of the

BOP and capping stack, at least up to the high pressures encountered just preceding final shut-in. Such
two-phase flows are known to depend strongly on a two-phase factor and, in general, the two-phase factor
depends strongly on the pressure and temperature through their influence on the quality of the mixture
and the densities of the liquid and vapor phases. The model based on constant discharge coefficients
nevertheless reproduces all BOP and capping-stack pressures measured during shut-in to within 120 psi
or 2.6oh and the oil collection rates early on July 15 to within l.7o/o. lt also correctly predicted that the
BOP gauge was linear and displayed the correct sensitivity to within about 1.5% at the time of shut-in.
This accuracy (or better) was later verified by post-retrieval calibration of BOP gavge.2o

Such agreement between measured and calculated values is remarkable in light of the simplifying
assumptions of Appendix A and resulting use of constant discharge coefficients. The purpose of the
present analysis is thus to better understand why constant discharge coefficients provide such accurate
results and to provide a more rigorous justification for their use. The approach used for this is to
formulate the discharge coefficient in terms of well-established two-phase flow correlations. The
resulting expression is then used to compute potential variations in the discharge coefficients over various
pressures and temperatures of interest. As demonstrated, variations in the discharge coefficients are very
significantly lower than variations in fluid densities or two-phase factors owing to tradeoffs between the
liquid density, mass fraction of liquid that is stock-tank oil, and the two-phase factor.

The analyses below supporting this observation address first flow through the BOP and capping stack
via two-phase correlations appropriate for short pipes, the variable choke and any orifice. The wellbore
discharge coefficient is addressed separately through the analysis offlow rates and pressures provided by
BP in preparation for shut-in. The productivity index is not considered here because flow in the reservoir
is all single phase for the range ofconditions ofinterest.

BOP and Capping Stack Discharge Coefficients

Under the assumption of a constant discharge coefficient, the pressure drop dP across any flow
element from the bottom of the BOP through the capping stack to ambient conditions is expressed as

▼

V

″ =手

where t is the fixed discharge coefficient and Q,, is the flow rate of stock-tank oil. Because the density

of stock-tank oil is fixed for this problem, the flow rate 8.t is equivalent to a mass flow rate.

2o From "BOP Pressure-Temperature Sensor Test Data from 6-15 and 6-16 (2011).pdf." Gauge calibration was
performed by Det Norske Veritas on recovered PT-B transducer.
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A comparable expression for the pressure drop can be written in terms of two-phase flow. Employing
a K-factor version of the widely-used Lockhart-Martinelli formulation,25 the two-phase pressure drop ii
given by

″=:ゆ′′:φ′=憲
、
イφタ

where K is a constant based on the geometry and turbulent friction factor, po is the liquid density, r, is
the liquid superficial velocity, and Q, is the liquid two-phase factor. Note that the right-hand form in
eq.2 is written in terms of the liquid mass flow rate, it1, using the identitym,=prurA wherel is the
effective total cross-sectional area of flow. Finally, eq. 2 cafl be further rewritten in terms of the mass
flow rate of stock-tank oil, il.,, using the definition h,t = i mr where i is the mass fraction of liquid that
is stock-tank oil. This yields

(2)

Here the right-hand form utilizes the fact that the mass flow rate of oil is the product of the volumetric
flow rate, Q,,, and the fixed density of the stock-tank oil, p,,.

The forms of eqs. I and 3 are now identical in that each relates the pressure drop to the flow rate of
stock-tank oil. These two expressions therefore can be equated to eliminate the flow rate and pressure
drop, yielding an expression for the discharge coefficient, /c, in terms of the parameters appearing in the
two-phase formulation. Following minor rearrangement, this gives

″==手
≠≒,力『 =ザ

影:f12ζ

た=|
⌒ 路)「 )

(4)

The first term on the right of this expression involves only geometry of the flow path and the density of
stock-tank oil and so does not vary with pressure or temperature. Rather, all possible variation in the
discharge coefficient is contained in the second term involving the mass fraction of stock-tank oil in the
liquid, the liquid density, and the liquid two-phase factor. An important note here is that the two-phase
factor must always decrease with increasing pressure, up to the saturation or bubble point pressure, but
the mass fraction of oil in the liquid, i, and liquid density, p,also decrease with increasing pressure up
to saturation. As such, it is impossible to discern a priori whether the discharge coefficient based on the
two-phase formulation increases, decreases, or remains relatively constant with variations in pressure.
That the liquid density falls significantly with increasing pressure is of particular note, and this is
important contributor to determining any variation in the discharge coefficients. This behavior results
from the fact that species of lower molecular weight than the stock-tank oil are increasingly incorporated
into the liquid phase as the pressure is increased, driving the overall liquid density down.

Without loss of generality, variation in the discharge coefficient with pressure and temperature can
also be expressed in terms of normalized variables. That is

2s 
Lockhart, R.W. and Martinelli, R.C., "Proposed Correlation of Data for Isothermal Two Phase, Two Component

Flow in Pipes," Chem. Engr. Progr., 45,1949.
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and (6)
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where the subscript sa, denotes the value at the saturation pressure or bubble point at the temperature of
interest. Note that Qr.,o, =1, so @, and 4i are identical. Also note that i,,, is independent of temperature.

That is, that overall mass fraction of the mixture of liquid and vapor that is stock-tank oil is constant and

does not depend on either the pressure or the temperature.
Equation 5 provides a complete formulation stating the discharge coefficient is terms of well-

established two-phase flow equations and will describe potential variations in the discharge coefficient
with pressure and temperature. All that is required now is an expression for the two-phase factor and an

equation of state for the fluid to compute fluid densities and other thermo-physical properties required to
evaluate the two-phase factor.

The primary two-phase model used for this analysis is the well-established and widely-used
Martinelli formulation in which the two-phase pressure drop is calculated from the pressure drop for the
flow of liquid alone and a two-phase factor. Numerous models of this two-phase factor have been
developed over the last few decades, and each adequately addresses some set of data. The well-known
correlation by Chisholm,26 as later modified by Whalley,2T is used for the majority of this analysis because
it has been successfully employed to describe flow in both pipes and orifices. The variable choke valve
and BOP restriction are best described as an orifice, while the capping stack kill line is clearly best
described as a pipe. The Chisholm-Walley relation is also relatively simple and so more transparent than
many other correlations. Other versions of the two-phase factor are discussed in a later section.

Because Reynolds numbers in all flow elements are very high, the two-phase model appropriate here
is that in which both the liquid and vapor exhibit turbulent behavior. Per Whalley, the two-phase factor in
this regime is given by

φ;=1+号 +;|

The variable 7 is the Martinelli parameter, discussed below. Note that the value of C in this expression
is often and erroneously taken as C = 20 for turbulent-turbulent flow based on Chisholm's original work
with steam-water mixtures. This value is, however, applicable only to that case and yields large errors
when the ratio of the liquid to vapor densities is not large. Whalley later derived the more general
expression for C above and showed that it yields a value near 20 for the conditions considered by
Chisholm. This expression also correctly recovers the limiting case in which liquid and vapor densities
are equal; for this special case, it is required that C:2.

The Martinelli parameter appearing in eq. 7 is related to inter-phase slip and represents the square-
root ofthe ratio ofthe pressure gradient orpressure differential forthe flow ofthe liquid alone to that for
flow of the gas alone. This can be expressed in terms of the liquid and vapor densities and mass flow
rates as

χ
2

wheref andf, are liquid and vapor friction factor , p1 and p,, are phase densities, pt afid p, are viscosities,
and -x is the mixture quality or mass fraction of the mixture in the vapor phase. Evaluation of this

26 chisholm,D。
, “A Thcoretical Basis for the Lockhart―Martinelli Correlation for Two‐Phase Flow," Int.J.Hcat

Mass Transfer,10,1967.
27 whalley,PB,77・
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expression and those above requires fluid properties as a function of pressure and temperature, and this
requires an equation ofstate.28

The equation of state used in these calculations was provided by BP in tabular form and is based on a
gas-oil-ratio of 2883 scf/stb and overall stock-tank oil mass fraction of P=0.64.2e These tabulations
include the oil formation volume factor, FVF, and both densities and viscosities for the liquid and vapor
phases. Values of these properties at pressures other than those tabulated were computed using quadratic
interpolation. Other versions of the equation of state provided by BP yield slightly different results, but
overall trends and the conclusions drawn from these trends remain the same.

From these interpolated values, the mass faction of stock-tank oil in the liquid at any given pressure

and a tabulated temperature can be computed from the definition

FVF=剣匈=告(淵島)=告|∝ 1=蓋告

χ.1_4 where β=0.64
χ

(9)

where, as previously discussed, p,, is the fixed density of stock-tank oil. From interpolation of the

tabulations to ambient pressure and 60oF, its value is p,,: 53.0 lb/ft3. The mixture quality can then be

calculated directly from the fact that the mass fraction, B, of the liquid and vapor mixture that is stock-
tank oil is a constant. This overall mass fraction of stock-tank oil is by definition B=iQ-x), so the

quality is then given by

(10)

The value P=0.61 is obtained from the definition that it is equal to the value of i at the saturation
pressure, which is included in the tabulated equation of state. All of the variables appearing eqs. 5
through 8 can thus be interpolated directly (densities and viscosities) or by definitions relating various
parameters (quality and stock-tank oil mass fraction) to tabulated values.

Calculated values of the normalized discharge coefficient, two-phase factor, stock-tank oil mass

fraction, and liquid density computed using the equations above are shown in Figs. I and 2. The first of
these is for a fixed temperature of 160 F; the second is for 240 F. These temperatures were selected
because they almost certainly bound the range of temperature of interest for the BOP and capping stack
during shut-in and during oil collection earlier on July 15,2010.

We seen in Figs. I and 2 that variation in the two-phase factor, liquid density, and stock-tank oil mass
fraction are indeed rather significant, but variations in the discharge coefficient are much smaller. Over
all pressures between the minimum possible value of 2198 psi and a maximum possible of 11,850 the
discharge coefficient varies by just 19% at 160 F and by jtsl 23o/o al 240F. In contrast, the two-phase
factor varies by roughly a factor of two over the same range of pressures. Variations over the range of
conditions of interest for each flow element are smaller still. This is illustrated by the points and

horizontal lines labeled as choke, BOP and kill. The outer set ofpoints in each case represent the total
range of pressures seen at either end of the flow element. For example, the smallest pressure at either end
of the choke line was the ambient pressure of 2198 psi and the maximum pressure was 6605 psi measured
just at shut-in.

These outer points provide a crude measure of the range of conditions impacting variation in the
discharge coefficients, but do not accurately reflect this because flow rates are not determined by the
conditions at one end of a flow element or the other. Instead, flow rates are determined by the pressure

drop across the flow element and some average or effective discharge coefficient based on the conditions
at both ends. There are several approaches to estimating such an effective discharge coefficient, and a
common practice is to calculate this based on the geometric mean density at the two ends. Because this is

28 The analysis uscd in calculating the dischargc cmploys dischargc cocfflcicnts that were deterrnined from

measured pressures and now rates so no equation of state、 vas required
29 From BP flle“

Black Oil Tables from EOS for All Temps llJune2010.xls'',LAL248‐ 009068.
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two-phase flow, however, a more appropriate method is to base the effective discharge coefficient on the
geometric mean of the discharge coefficients at the fwo ends. Again for example, pressures at the two
ends of the choke line are 2198 and 3062 psi at the beginning of shut-in but increase to 2 I 98 and 6605 psi
just as shut in is completed. The normalized effective discharge coefficients for these conditions range

from 0.8952 to 0.9314 at 160 F, a variation of 4.0 o/o. This variation is indicated in Fig. I by the number

in parentheses following the choke line label. Similar variations follow each such label for the various
flow elements in Figs. I and 2. In addition, the range of equivalent pressures corresponding to this range
ofdischarge coefficients is 2545 to 3084 psi. That is, a pressure of2545 yields a discharge coefficient of
0.8952; 3084 psi yields 0.93 14. These equivalent pressures are indicated by the inner pair of points for
each flow element.

ν
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Figure l. Computed normalized discharge coefficient,
stock-tank oil mass fraction in the liquid, liquid density,
and two-phase factor at 160 F. Outer dots with bars
show the extremes of pressures for each flow element;
inner dots show range for effective values.
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Figure 2. Computed values of the normalized discharge
coefficient at 240 F. Higher temperatures yield slightly
higher variations in the two-phase factor and normalized
discharge coefficient due to higher saturation pressure
and as a result a broader two-phase regime.
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Additional values of this sort are provided in Table I below. The minimum and maximum pair of
pressures the ends of each flow element is listed under the element label in the first column. For the kill
line, these pressures represent the range observed during collection of oil on the morning of July 15,

2010. For the BOP and choke line, they represent the values observed during shut in. Table I thus
represents all of the flow elements, except the wellbore, and all of the conditions used in parameter
estimation. For each temperature in Table l, the total variation in the effective discharge coefficient is
listed as a percentage. Under these variations is the corresponding range ofequivalent pressures. Table I
also includes results based on the geometric mean density, and it is clear that this alternate method yields
very similar results. Variations based on the mean density are for comparison only, however, as those

based on the geometric mean discharge coefficient are expected to be more accurate.
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Geometric Mean k Geometric Mean p

Table l. Calculated percentage variation in capping-stack choke line, kill line and BOP discharge coefficients
based on geometric mean discharge coefficient and geometric mean density.

k160/k240(33%)   11850 psi

2198 psi
k:60/k2CXl(19%)

46810
Pressure‐ P Ikpsil

Figures 1 and 2 depict only the variations in discharge coefficients that may occur as a result of
variations in pressure at a fixed temperature. It is possible, however, that the temperature also varies due
to variations in flow rate, time or pressure, especially during shut in. To examine the influence of such
temperature variations, it is sufficient to consider the ratio of k* at one temperature to that at another over
the range of pressures of interest. This is illustrated in Fig.3. Here the ratio of /r* at 160 F to that at
240 F and that at I 60 F to that at 200 F are plotted as a function of the pressure. We see that both of these
ratios are very nearly constant and very close to unity. The ratio for 160 and 240 F exhibits a maximum
deviation from unity of 3.3Y, for all pressures from 2198 to 11,850 psi. And, the average value of this
ratio over this range ofpressures is just 1.006. That is, the discharge coefflcient at 160 F is on average
just 0.6% higher than at 240 F . Maximum deviation in the ratio for 160 F and 200 F is just I .9o/o over all
possible pressures of interest, and that mean of this ratio is 1.003. The average at 160 F is thus 0.3%
higher than at 200 F. These variations are only about l0% ofthose calculated for variations in pressure as
previously seen in Figs. I and 2. Given large uncertainties in the two-phase factor, the small likely
variation in temperature during oil collection and shut in, and the limited range of pressures of interest for
each flow element, variation in all discharge coefficients due to temperature variations appear to be
negligible relative to those due to variations in pressure.

Figure 3. Ratios of discharge coefficients for various
temperatures as a function of pressure. The ratio of the
coefficients at 160 and 200'F varies by at most 1.9%
over the range of pressures from 2198 to 11,850 psi.
That for 160 and 240'F varies by at most 3.3%.
Variations in discharge coefficients with temperature are
therefore negligible over the small range ofpressures for
each flow element.
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Klll― Collect

2198‐ 2353 psi

2198‐ 2400 psi

Choke― SI

2198-3062 psi

2198‐ 6605 psi

BOP― SI

3062‐4062 psi

6605‐ 6605 psi

0.30/0           0.30/。            o.30/。

(2274‐2295)  (2274‐ 2295)   (2274-2295)

4.00/0          4.40/0          4.60/.

(2545-3084)  (2553‐ 3103)   (2559-3117)

6.10/0          6.50/0          6.80/0

(3451‐6605)  (3456‐ 6605)   (3464-6605)

0.30/。         0.3%        0.3%
(2276‐2299)   (2276-2299)  (2276-2299)

4.10/。        4.7%       5.3%
(2612-3359)  (2615‐ 3438)  (2617-3501)

5.9%          6.4%         6.7%

(3507-6605)   (2514-6605)  (3521-6605)
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All of the results presented so far employ the Lockhart-Martinelli formulation of two-phase flow.

This formulation is based on the flow rate of liquid (or gas) only. Since that time, most derivations of
two-phase factors have been based on the total mass flow rate. In this case, the liquid two-phase factor,

fr,, is defined such that the total mass flow rate is treated as though it were a liquid having the density of

the liquid phase. Using the identity ^r=*,,,(l-*) 
where ril,,, is the total mass flow rate and x is the

mixturequality,theflowrateofstock-tankoilcanbewrittenasrz",=m,o,i(l-x)andeq.4abovecanbe
rewritten as

(11)

Equation 5 then becomes
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Using this formulation it is possible to compare results like those in Figs. 1 and 2 with alternative two-

phase factors describing flow through an orifice or valve that is characteristic of the BOP restriction and

ihe capping-stack variable choke. Results from several such correlations are shown in Fig. 4. Here the

two-phase factors for each correlation and the corresponding normalized discharge coefficient are plotted

as a function of the pressure for a fixed temperature of 200 F.

Figure 4 clearly shows that there is considerable uncertainty in two-phase factors for supposedly

identical geometries, and this represents one of the great challenges in modeling two-phase flows. Such

uncertainty, however, does not translate directly into variability in discharge coefficients. Instead, we

should expect that each curve in Fig. 4 represents a potentially accurate description of the two-phase

factor and resulting normalized discharge coefficient for the problem of interest such that variability in

the BOP or choke valve discharge coefficient is properly described by variability along each curve.

Variability of this sort is shown in parentheses in Fig. 4. These represent the maximum possible variation

over all pressures between 2198 and I 1,850 psi.

Figure 4. Normalized discharge coefficient and two-
phase factor for various two-phase models of pipe and

orifice flows. Orifice and choke flows typically give

two-phase factors that are slightly larger than those for
pipes. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the maximum
possible variation in t+ over the entire pressure range

from 2198 to I1,850 psi. As in Figs. 1 ard2, variations
over the limited range of pressures associated with each

flow element are much smaller. All two-phase factors

are presented in the form used by Lockhart and

Martinelli.
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The various correlations shown in Fig. 4 yield minimum and maximum variation in the discharge
coefficient of 7 and 34%o over all possible-pressures. References for these correlations are: Whalley,3o
Mattar,3l Simpson,32 Chisholm and watson,33 Chisholm,'o and Homogeneous."

In contrast, the Whalley correlation used in Figs. I and 2 yields 2l%o, placing it near the middle of
this range. The maximum variation of 34o/o occurs for the homogenous two-phase factor. For this case,
total variations in the effective discharge coefficient over the ranges of pressure of interest are 0.4Vo for
the kill line,8.6Yo for the choke line, and l2o/o for the BOP. While these values are significantly larger
than those in Table l, they still conespond to relative variation over conditions of interest of at most 6%
for the BOP and at most 4.3%o for any path through the capping stack choke and kill lines.

Collectively, these results show that the use ofconstant discharge coefficients to describe two-phase
flow through the BOP and the capping-stack choke and kill lines is a well justified for the conditions of
interest for each flow element.

Wellbore Discharge Coefficient

The results above describe variation in discharge coefficients with variation in pressure and
temperature for an orifice or short pipe as found in the BOP, capping stack, and capping stack variable
choke. As such, the two-phase factors used in those analyses are likely not appropriate for the wellbore.
Instead, variations in the wellbore discharge coefficient should employ a two-phase factor tailored to a
long vertical pipe. Rather than repeating calculations of the sort above, however, it is perhaps more
illuminating to examine two-phase flow rates calculated by others and to use these flow rates to determine
potential variations in the wellbore discharge coefficient.

In late June of 2010, there was considerable concem about shut-in pressures and the possibility of
rupturing burst disks in the well casing. As part of this, BP undertook a number of calculations of the
shut in pressure and of pressures^along the wellbore at various flow rates. Tony Liao of BP provided
detailed calculations of this sort,36 and his results included both frictional pressure drops and pressure
drops due to the elevation head as a function of the flow rate.37 His calculated frictionai pressuie drops
were split into fwo regions: from the bottom of the well to 8969 ft MD TVD, and from 8969 ft to the
wellhead. The values he obtained are shown in the first two columns of Table 2 below. The third column
is simply the sum of the first two, yielding the total frictional pressure drop along the wellbore. Flowing
bottom-hole pressures for these calculations ranged from 8506 to 9837 psi. Wellhead pressures ranged
from roughly 4293 to 6496 psi. As such, two-phase flow existed in upper portions of the well for all flow
rates greater than 20,000 bpd. At a flow rate of50,000 bpd, two-phase flow existed in the upper 6900 feet
of the casing, slightly more than half the overall height. These flow rates, pressures and two-phase
conditions span very nearly the full range encountered during oil collection and shut in on July 15.
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Table 2. Calculated frictional
pressure drop along the wellbore
per Tony Liao of BP (first two
columns), along with total pressure

drop and effective wellbore
discharge coeffi cient. Effective
discharge coefficient varies by at
most about ZYo for flow rates from
10,000 to 50,000 bpd.
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The fourth column in Table 2 is the effective wellbore discharge coefficient calculated using the

frictional pressure drop computed by Tony Liao for the prescribed flow rate. That is,

た
l・η″=青 (12)

For example the discharge coefficient for a flow rate 50,000 bpd at a frictional pressure drop of 1277 psi
is 1399 bpd/psi'/2. For flow rates over the range from 10,000 and 50,000 bpd, the discharge coefficients

calculatedinthismannervaryonlyfrom 1399 tol428bpd/psir/2,atotalrange of just2.loh. Thus,for
given a prescribed frictional pr"rru." drop, a constant discharge coefficient ofiutiover 1400 bpd/psir/2

should reproduce Liao's flow rates to within about plus or minus I o/o.

Figure 5. Flow rates and frictional pressure drops. Red

symbols are frictional pressure drops along the wellbore
calculated by Tony Liao at prescribed flow rates. These

appear to be based on the PROSPER model. The black
curve is a least-squares fit to his values using a constant
discharge coefficient. The relative RMS deviation
between the fit and Liao results isjust 0.83% for flow
rates from zero to 50,000 bpd.
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This is further illustrated in Figure 5. Here the prescribed flow rates of Table 2 are plotted against the

frictional pressure drops calculated by Liao. Also shown in Figure 5 is a least-squares fit to his results

based on the form Q-k*,111fu- such that the discharge coefficient is the only fitting parameter' The

result of this fit is a discharge coefficient of l4l0 bpd/psil/2. The resulting goodness of fit is 0.99991, and

the RMS deviation between the fit and Liao's results is just 232 bpd. This corresponds to an RMS

relative deviation of 0.83% over all flow rates. For all flow rates between zero and 50,000 bpd, the

maximum relative deviation is just 1.3%, and this occurs at a flow rate 20,000 bpd. At 50,000 bpd, the

deviation is less than 0.8%
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The calculations by Tony Liao were used to help assess whether the well could be shut-in safely, with
potentially catastrophic consequences if in error, and so likely employed the best computational tools
available to BP. Nevertheless, the constant discharge coefficient of 14l0 bpd/psir/2 replicates the Liao
relationship between flow rate and frictional pressure drop to within 1.3% for all flow rates between zero
and 50,000 bpd.38 This observation clearly indicates that a constant discharge coefficient accurately
describes flow along the wellbore over the broad range ofconditions encountered during shut in. Further,
per Table 2, variations in the wellbore discharge coefficient over the range of conditions encountered
during shut in are on the order of tl0lo. Finally, use of the discharge coefficient obtained from any single
condition, as tabulated in Table 2, to describe the flow rate at any other pressure yields discrepancies ofat
most2.loh for all flow rates consider by Liao.

As such, use of a constant discharge coefficient to describe flow in the wellbore over the range of
relevant conditions appears to be well justified, even for cases spanning single and two-phase flows. Use
of a discharge coefficient determined at one pressure to describe flow rates at others is also well justified,
and this is fundamental to calculating historical flow rates via the present method.

t* The value of the I 4 I 0 bpd/psit/2 for the discharge coefficient obtained here is about I 8% larger than the value of
I I 52 bpd/psi "' used in calculating my historical flow rates. Direct comparison between these values is not possible,
however, because my coefficient includes any influence of the complex geometry at the bottom of the well whereas
the Liao calculations do not.
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Appendix D: Parameter Estimation

The six unknown parameters appearing in this model are determined in part from pressures measured

during shut-in. During this process, spanning about two hours, pressures were measured at both the BOP

and capping stack. The ambient pressure at the seafloor was measured earlier using the capping-stack
gauge. In addition, all pressures (less head differences) throughout the well must be equal at zero flow, so

the reservoir pressure (less head) was also effectively measured at the end of the shut-in process. Again
all combinations of these pressures in pairs should yield the same flow rates as the capping-stack choke
was closed, so the unknown coefficients can be partially determined by matching flow rates along
segments of the flow path using these four measured pressures.

During the shut-in process, the capping-stack kill line was closed and the choke line was closed in a
series of steps characterizedby turns of the choke stem. A plot of the measured choke valve coefficient,
Cy, zs z function of the number of turns is shown in Fig. I .:o This provides values used in eqs. 3 and 5 of
Appendix B. Also shown in Fig. I is a fit to these values. This fit is used to compute pressures and flow
rates as a continuous function of the choke position: it is not used in determining the unknown
parameters. Instead, only the discrete measured values (symbols) are used in parameter estimation.

▼

▼

Figure l. Measured Cv values for the Cameron‐ VVillis

CC40HP choke. The ntsh。 、vn is used only to computc

pressures and■ o、v rates as a continuous function of

choke posi■on. This is givcn by:

Cy=387ξ 2for 
ξく0235

Mcasured´
´́ '

CC40HP
Cameron-lⅣ illis

0123456789
ChokePosition -q [turns]

The first step in determining the unknown parameters is to eliminate gauge offsets and any

differences in elevation head as these do not contribute to flow. Without loss of generality, the stacking-

cap gauge (PT_3K_2) is taken as the reference state. From capping-stack pressures measured before

shut-in, this leads to an ambient pressure of 2198psi+o and an implied offset of +614 psi in the BOP

gauge. Noting that all pressures less their elevation heads must be uniform in the well al zero flow, the

reference capping-stack gauge also yields an implied reservoir pressure of 6605 psi at the time of shut-in,

again excluding the elevation head. While this early pressure of 6605 psi corresponds with zero flow
from the well when the choke is first fully closed, this is not a true shut-in pressure because the reservoir

and wellbore are not yet in equilibrium. As a result, transport internal to the well continues beyond the

time of complete choke closure, and the true wellhead shut-in pressure was roughly 7l20psi.+r The

3' From the manufacturer. Plot of Cr versus stem travel was provided in file "CC40FNR P-C Cv-256.pd?',
SNL087-015349. This was converted to turns using a known screw pitch of4 threads per inch and total travel of
2.125 inches.
on From BP fi1e "MC252 DataDump_071810", SNL087-001206. PT.]K-: July 13 at l2:58 to July 14 at 02:18.
ar 

See Appendix F.
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apparent shut-in pressure of 6605 psi is thus most appropriate for use in baseline parameter estimation,
but may not be appropriate for calculating historical flow rates.

Using these corrected pressures, a total of 30 residuals and two constraints can be constructed.
Fifteen of these are the differences between flow rates computed using pressure drops from the capping
stack to ambient and from the BOP to the capping stack, at each of 15 choke positions. Another 15 are
the differences between flow rates computed using pressure drops from the reservoir to BOP and the
capping stack to ambient. The first constraint is that the flow rate through the BOP must equal the flow
rate through the kill line when the capping-stack the capping-stack choke and rams are closed, the kill line
is open, there is no oil collection from the BOP, and the capping stack pressure is 2625 psi.+z This yields
a kill-line coefficient, k*itr, lhat is consistent with all other parameters. The second constraint is that the
flow rate between the reservoir and BOP must equal the measured flow rate of collected oil plus the flow
rate through the open kill line oil when the flow rate of collected oil is 20,012 stbd and the capping-stack
pressure is 23 76 psi.+: This collected rate was later updated by BP to 20,296 stbd, and this value is used
in my best estimate calculations. An important point here is that the measured BOP and capping-stack
pressures during shut-in are not fit in this process. Instead, the various parameters are determined solely
by using the measured pressures to determine flow coefficients yielding a model that conserves mass
along the flow path. The first constraint serves primarily to set the capping-stack kill line coefficient; the
second primarily sets the overall magnitude of the flow rate.

For each ofthe 30 conditions and 2 constraints, pressures measured at the BOP and capping stack are
used in conjunction with the estimated reservoir pressure and ambient sea pressure to calculate the
various flow rates. The pressures used in these calculations are averages of the measured values in the
plateau region following each incremental step in the variable choke.a In every case, the measured
pressures exhibited such a plateau, indicating at least local equilibrium in flow rates.

In practice, all six of the parameters are estimated simultaneously using a non-linear least-squares
algorithm, TJMARl.4s The results obtained from this constrained non-linear parameter estimation for the
baseline case using a reservoir pressure of 6605 psi for the 30 residuals and the two constraints are as
follows. Productivity Index, rc:47.2 stbd/psi; Wellbore Discharge Coefficient, kn rt:1219 stbd/psir/2;
BOP Restriction, ksop: 1529 stbd/psir/2; Capping-Stack Kill Line, ksi11 : 2482 stbdipsir/2; Capping-
Stack Choke Line Tubing, kps-- 251I stbd/psir/2; Wide-Open Variable Choke, kcv:2258 stbd/psir/2.

Parameter estimation for my best-estimate conditions follows a similar procedure. Here, however,
the pressure of6605 psi is used for calculating flow rates in the 30 residuals while the reservoir pressure,
less a flowing elevation head, of 7260 psi is used in calculating the two constraints. This combination
yields consistency of flow rates through the BOP during shut-in while providing a productivity index and
wellbore discharge coefficient that most accurately relate flow rates to pressure drops for the higher
reservoir pressure over the 86 days of flow. The resulting parameters in this case are: Productivity
Index, ,(: 43.8 stbd/psi; Wellbore Discharge Coefficient, kn"tt : 1152 stbd/psir/2; BOP Restriction,
kaop: 1439 stbd/psi"2; Capping-Stack Kill iine, kt,tr : 2551stbd/psir/2; Capping-Stack Choke Line
Tubing, kDS:2367 stbd/psir/2; Wide-Open Variable Choke, kcv:2124 stbd/psir/2.

42 From BP flle“
MC252_DataDump_071810'',SNL087-001206.PT_3K_2:July 14,2010 at 19:00 hours.

43 PreSSure from BP flle``MC252_DataDump_071810.xls'',SNL087-001206.PT_3K_2:July 15,2010 at 02:00

hours Flow ratc iom BP■ le``Collcction rates during well integrity test w_Vx‐ 1.xls''from 01:30 to 02:30 hours.

Updatcd collection rates appcar in``Tab 03‐ BP―HZN‐ 2179MI)L07266155.XLS"and``Tab 04-BP― HZN‐
2179MDL07265827 XLS''.
44 PrCSSurcs are from BP fllc``MC252_DataDump_071810 xls'',SNL087-001206 Tiining ofthe variable choke is

from BP flle“ ACTIVITY LOG Wellintegrity test Record rev6 7-15.xls'',SNL085-001156
45 Jcffcrson,T.H.,``TJMARl‐ A Fortran Subroutine for Nonlinear Lcast Paramcter Estimation,"Sandia National

Laboratories Rcport,SLL-73-0305,1973
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Appendix E: BOP Gauge Offsets

Accurate BOP pressures are important to calculating historical flow rates and the cumulative
discharge, so any offset in the BOP gauge must be well understood and quantified. As discussed in the

body ofthis report, the BOP offset on July 15 at 14:22 was +614 psi based on a reference pressure from
PT-3K-2. This offset clearly does not apply at other times, before and after shut in, so understanding the

origins and timing of any shift in the offset is also important.
True gauge offsets occur only when the gauge is physically damaged, as by over-ranging, or when

one or more reference resistors in the electrical portion of the gauge are damaged or otherwise drift
through long-term aging processes. Gauges may also drift due to creep in the diaphragm, though gauges

of this type are intended for service lives of many years. There is no indication of over-ranging PT-B

during the 86 days or of damage of any other sort, and the period of interest in BOP pressures spans just
several months so is quite small compared to the expected service life. It is therefore reasonable to
believe that the true offset in PT-B is constant over the 86 days. It is also likely constant for some period
prior to the blowout and for some period following shut in.

While the true offset is likely constant over the period of interest, errors of other sorts may
additionally occur in pressures reported for PT-B. These include, for example, inaccuracy in converting
the PT-B output current to an output voltage via the 250 O resistor, incorrect conversion ofthe resulting
gauge voltage to a voltage reported by the Compatt, and incorrect conversion from Compatt output
voltage to a pressure. Intentional or unintentional conections as part of record keeping also represent
potential sources of error in pressures reported for PT-B. Errors of this type do not, however, represent
true gauge offsets. They simply occur in addition to whatever offset might actually exist.

The goal of this effort is to determine as best as possible the true offset for PT-B, to identify any
additional errors or offsets in PT-B pressures, and to establish time periods over which these apply.
Uncertainties in PT-B pressures below 100 psi have almost negligible effect on calculated historical flow
rates, on the order of loh, so reducing uncertainty in the offset below this value offers little benefit. As
such, small pressure differences due to elevation heads between the PT-B location and the locations of
other reference gauges can be ignored.

There are several well-defined occasions for determining the true offset by referencing PT-B
pressures to pressures measured simultaneously by other means. These involve reference pressures from
five distinct sources: the LMRP gauge PT-A, PT-C and PT-K on the BOP choke and kill lines, PT-3K-2
on the capping stack kill line, and pressures used in calibrating PT-B after it was retrieved. The
timeframes and inferred offsets for each of these are described below, along with brief discussion of the

merits of each reference condition.
On March 10,2010, the well was shut in on an annular following an anomaly and was being

monitored by way of PT-A on the LMRP and PT-B on the BOP.au Becarrse there was no flow through the
well at the time, these should have read the same. However, pressures reported by PT-A ranged from
3430 to 3460 psi while those from PT-B varied from 2690 to 2720 psi. Throughout this period, PT-B

showed a nearly constant offset of -740 psi. The main concern about this value is that the accuracy of
PT-A is not known, so this offset is subject to some uncertainty. The absence of flow, however, makes

this a preferred measurement for use in determining the offset in PT-B.
Between May 25 and May 30,2010, a series of tests were conducted in association with the top kill

effort. Here pressures were measured concurrently using PT-B and either PT-C and PT-K located on the

choke and kill line goosenecks leading to the junk shot manifold. BOP valves on the choke and kill lines
were configured such that the lines were open to various regions within the BOP, enabling pressures in
those regions to be measured remotely. On May 25 the test rams remained closed, separating PT-B from
the nearest choke and kill line ports, so measurements then provide at best an indirect estimate of the

offset. Measurements on May 26 are likewise problematic because the timing of valves on the BOP are

46 
"Fo.ensic Examination of the Deepwater Horizon Blowout Preventer: V-II Appendices," Report No. EPO30842,

pages 222-227, Det Norske Veritas, March 20, 201 1 .
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closely associated with opening the test rams and with pumping mud to kill the well. As a result, all of
the measurements of May 26 are at least somewhat comrpted either by pumping, potential hydrostatic
head in the riser above the goosenecks, or by rapid changes in valve status such that pressures at PT-B
might not be in equilibrium with those at either PT-C or PT-K. Nevertheless, May 26 seems to be the
origin of the -966 psi offset for PT-B as proposed by BP.a7 This value was based on reconciliation to PT-
C and PT-K measurements that were in tum reconciled to a calculated head of mud in the choke and kill
lines. PT-C in this case was corrected by +103 psi,a8 but the same transducer was later referenced to the
more reliable ambient sea pressure and read that correctly within about 20 psi. The -966 offset is
therefore too large (in magnitude) by at least 80 psi even if the May 26 measurements are considered
reliable.

Similar measurements were made on May 27,28 and 30 that appear to suffer fewer such problems.
These measurements were also made with the test rams open, but were well separated in time from any
pumping, and PT-C and PT-K appear to be isolated (for the most part) from the hydrostatic head of mud
in the riser. Relevant pressures measured on May 27 are shown in Fig. l.ae Differences in pressure
between PT-B and both PT-C and PT-K are shown in Fig 2. These plots cover times during which
various valves on the BOP were opened and closed, as annotated in the two figures.so The periods of
interest here are when both lower choke or both lower kill valves are open. This is because PT-C and
PT-K pressures at these locations most accurately reflect pressures at the location of PT-B. From Fig 2,
the apparent offset in PT-B is -825 psi relative to PT-C and -860 psi relative to PT-K. These values are
averages over the appropriate time interval and are noted in Fig. 2.
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Figure l. Uncorrected PT-C, PT-K and PT-B
pressures on May 27. Annotations show BOP valve
positions, e.g. UIC-O denotes opening of the upper
inner choke valve; UIC-C denotes closing.
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Figure 2. Differences between PT-B and either PT-C
or PT-K pressures on May 27 ,2010. Values are
corrected for differing time base for each ofthe three
gauges.

Comparable plots of the pressures and pressure differences on May 28 and May 30 are shown in
Figs. 3 through 6. Both of these dates exhibit some anomalous behavior. The May 28 results indicate a

47 The best opportunity to discern offsets on May 26 is between l7:30 and l8:30 as both lower choke and kill lines
were open then and there was no mud being pumped. The mean offsets over this period were -860 and -926 psi
relative to PT-C and PT-K respectively.
o* From BP file BP-HZN-2|7}MDLO569879O-91.
o' From "MC252_DataDump_71 8 I 0.xls", SNL087-001206.
50 Timing of the BOP valves is from "BP-HZN -2l7gMDLO653640O-20.pdf," Cameron Controls, May 5, 2010.
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slow response in the upper kill line, though lower kill line pressures seem to behave as expected. The
May 30 pressures show an additional anomaly in that BOP pressures respond to opening the upper choke
line, indicating significant flow of mud through the line. This also occurs briefly on May 28,5r but is
pronounced and prolonged on May 30. In this case the cumulative flow is sufficient to depress pressures

at PT-B over the entire period of interest. The issue here is that PT-C and PT-K are intended to measure
pressures reflecting those at PT-B, but the measurements themselves are influencing PT-B pressures and
so must be treated with some suspicion. This influence is likely the result of significant flow of mud
through the choke and/or kill lines due to the hydrostatic head, which will cause PT-C and PT-K to read
high relative to PT-B and therefore overestimate the magnitude of the PT-B offset.
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Figure 3. PT-B, PT-C and PT-K pressures on May
28. PT-K pressures for upper kill line exhibit slow
response. Note slight perturbation to PT-B when the
upper outer kill valve is opened.

Figure 4. Pressure differences between PT-B and
PT-C and PT-K on May 28. Apparent PT-B offsets
are -830 and -866 psi relative to PT-C and PT-K,
respectively.

Despite these concerns, the PT-B offsets inferred fiom May 28 and May 30 are quite consistent and
are consistent with those of May 27. The values for May 28 are -830 psi relative to PT-C and -866 psi
relative to PT-K. Those relative to PT-C and PT-K on May 30 are -825 to -852 psi and -810 psi,
respectively.

Consistency between the PT-B offsets inferred from the May 27,28 and 30 measurements provides
no assurance, however, that any of these accurately reflect the true offset. In all of these cases, there is
significant continuing flow from the well. And while the open test rams should provide little frictional
pressure drop between PT-B below the rams and the choke and kill ports for PT-C and PT-K just above,
any acceleration or deceleration of the oil (or mud) flowing between these locations would bias the
estimate of the PT-B offset, and this bias would likely be about the same for all results during the May 27
to May 30 timeframe.

Finally, the offset inferred from this period is subject to uncertainties in the accuracy ofthe reference
transducers. BP has estimated at times that PT-K read correctly, and PT-C read low by 63 psi.s2 This

5r An additional anomaly on May 28 was that the test rams were briefly closed at 22:14 with both lower choke
valves open. PT-B and PT-C showed no response, indicating that the closed test rams provided no resistance to
flow. In contrast, when the test rams were finally closed on May 30, PT-B responded promptly (see Fig. 5).

Although anomalous. this does not affect the May 28 or May 30 estimates of the offset.
" From *IN{C252 Sensor Accuracy," slide I 7, Matt Gochnour, July 8, 2010. Exhibit 8684.
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conclusion is based on reference to the hydrostatic head of mud in the riser. As such, it is subject to
uncertainties in the mud density over the entire height of the riser. At other times, BP estimated that
PT-C read low by either 32 or 103 psi and that PT-K read low by 40 psi.53 Again, these values seem to be
based on reference to the hydrostatic head of mud and so must be considered accordingly. In contrast,
PT-C was later referenced to the ambient sea pressure and read 2179 pst. It therefore appears to read low
by about 20 psi based on PT-3K-2 measurements of 2198 psi.5a In this case, PT-K would be reading high
by about 40 psi. Given this small range of uncertainties, it appears appropriate to take the PT-C and
PT-K pressures at face value. The PT-B offsets inferred from the May 27 to May 30 measurements
therefore span the range from -810 to -866 psi, with a mean value of -840 psi.
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Figure 5. May 30 PT-B, PT-C and PT-K pressures. Figure 6. May 30 pressure differences between PT-B
Note pronounced and prolonged depression of PT-B and PT-C and PT-K. Consistent with May 27 and,28
pressure in response to changes in BOP valve status, values, inferred PT-B offsets are -825 to -852 psi
indicating mud flow through choke and kill lines. relative to PT-C and -810 psi relative to PT-K.

Additional measurements useful in estimating the PT-B offset were made following shut in on July
15,2010. Here simultaneous measurements were made using PT-B and PT-3K-2. There was no flow
through the well at this time, and PT-3K-2 pressures were later determined to be accurate to within a few
psi.ss As such, these measurem€nts offer a preferred basis for determining the PT-B offset. The measured
pressures are shown in Fig. 7.56 Pressure differences between PT-B and PT-3K-2 are shown in Fig. 8.

A notable feature of Fig. 8 is the large change in apparent offset between July 16 and early August.
Average offsets for July l6 and 17 are +546 and +576 psi, respectively. From July 15 at 14,22 (shut in)
to July 17 24:00, the point-wise differences range from +508 to +641 psi, neglecting two obvious spikes,
with a mean of +561 psi and standard deviation of 24 psi. These values are consistent with BP estimates
for the offset in this period of+590 psi.s7 In contrast, the August I and 2 averages are -694 and -778 psi.
Here the point-wise difference ranges from -576 to -820 psi, with a mean over the two days of -746 psi
and a standard deviation of 49 psi. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the PT-3K-2 pressure history is very smooth

53 From BP-HZN-21 79MDL02208359. Undated.
5a From BP file "MC252-DataDump-71810.x1s", SNL087-001206. PT-C value is average for June 22,2010. PT-
3K-2 value is average for July 13, 2010.tt *MC252 Pressure Measurement Reconciliation," Matt Gochnour. Exhibit 8680. Undated
'u From BP file "Copy of WIT l4July.xls", BP-HZN-2l79MDL07l14100. Created by W. Leith McDonald,
August 3,2010.t' From BP-HZN-2 I 79MDL07556778.xls
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over both the July and August periods of comparison and that the point-wise variation in both cases

results almost exclusively from noise in the PT-B measurement.
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Figure 7. Pressures measured using PT-B and PT- Figure 8. Pressure differences between PT-B and

3K-2 following shut-in from July l5 to August 3. The PT-3K-2 following shut in. Of particular note is the

PT-B Compatt began failingjust before July 21 and shift in apparent offset between July l6117 and

was replaced on July 3 I or August t . August I /2 following replacement of the Compatt.

Offsets in early March, mid May and early August are thus all roughly consistent at -740 psi, -840 psi

and -746 psi, and all represent valid estimates of the true offset in PT-B. The apparent offset of +561 psi

in mid July is clearly an outlier that is associated with the change in Compatt on July 12 and any related

change in conversion from voltage to a pressure at the Compatt or system level. The discrepancy between

the mid July and early August values is roughly 1300 psi based on the mean values of +560 and -746 psi.

It is likely that a large part of this discrepancy is a correction of 966 psi added to PT-B after July I 2 but

not after July 31. First appearance ofthis 966 psi correction in the network diagram is July 15,2010 and

so was presumably implemented with the Compatt replacement on July 12.58 Other evidence, suggests

that the 966 psi correction was not applied at this time.5e In addition, dropouts in PT-B output on July 2l ,

23 and 27 result in reported pressures of -4750 psi whereas the correct reading for zero voltage is
-5000 psi. This correct value does appear in a similar PT-B dropout on June 22. A dropout in PT-3K-2
on July 3 I also yielded the correct value of -3750 psi for that transducer. This reported dropout pressure

of -4750 psi implies that the PT-B pressures at the time were offset by +250 psi' It is not clear whether

this condition also existed on July l6 and 17, but ifso then this additional error could account for much of
the remaining discrepancy between the +560 and -746 psi offsets. Either way, it is clear that the

difference between the mid July and early August offsets results from the change in the PT-B Compatt on

July 3l or August I and/or associated corrections in conversion.* The shift from the -840 psi mean for

t*FromBP-HZN-2179MDL01514072.BPD18?-000521. Exhibit8690,page20. July15,2010. The966psi
correction is included in the only conversion presented for PT-B and the associated 301 address.
5e BP fi1" "Copy of WIT l4July.xls", BP-HZN-2 I 79MDL07 I I 4 1 00, suggests that 966 was not added to PT-B
values in "MC252_DataDump_71 8 t O.xls", SNL087-001 206. This contains both corrected and uncorrected values

and the uncorrected values agree with those of "MC252-DataDump-71 810.x1s." BP-HZN-21 79MDL05058495
supports this.
uo From "ANI Compatt Tracking 072110.x1s." Attachment to email from Jeannie Berube to Matt Gochnour, et al.

July 21,2010. BP-HZN-2179MDL07291679. BPD596-007549. Exhibit 8683, page 6. See also exhibit 8677, July

3 l, 2010 emails between Matt Gochnour and Deepak Kamidi regarding PT-B trap panel.

576 psi
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the May 27 to May 30 measurements to roughly +560 psi for July 16 and 17 is likewise results from a
change in the PT-B Compatt and/or associated corrections on July 12.60

A final basis for determining the true PT-B offset is calibration of the transducer by Det Norske
Veritas following retrieval of the BOP and gauge. This calibration included applied pressures at nine
values between 0 and 15 kpsi, with two cycles up and down this range. Gauge output current was thus
measured four times at each pressure for a total of 36 values. Results indicated that the transducer
exhibited good linearity above 2000 psi, very nearly the correct sensitivity, and no discernable hysteresis.
Additional tests showed that cycling the power supply did not induce an offset in the gauge output.

The 36 measured currents are shown in Fig. 9, along with various lines denoting alternative
calibration curyes.u' The black line represents nominal behavior for this gauge. Here the output at zero
pressure is 4 mA and the sensitivity (slope) is 0.8 mA/kpsi. The red line is a linear least-squares fit to all
of the measurements except at zero pressure. In this case, the current atzero pressure is 3.455 mA, and
the sensitivity is 0.8098 mA/kpsi. When the gauge was initially ramped to an output of 4.020 mA the
measured pressure was 668.6 psi, very close to the value of the fit at that current. This sensitivity is the
same as the nominal value to within about l%. Finally, the blue line in Fig. 9 is a least-squares fit to the
measured currents for all pressures between 1875 and 7500 psi, using the nominal sensitivity of
0.8 mA/kpsi. This range encompasses all pressures of interest from April 20 to August 3,2010. Nominal
sensitivity is used here so that the resulting fit is simply shifted from the nominal curve by a fixed offset
over all pressures, and the magnitude of this offset is the difference between the initial current at zero
pressure of 3.502 mA obtained from the fit and the nominal value of 4mA. The resulting shift is
-0.498 mA, and this corresponds to an offset in pressure of -622 psi that is also uniform across all
pressures. That is, pressures reported for PT-B using the nominal calibration curve to convert the output
current to a pressure would be low by 622 psi. And this applies even when the output current is first
converted to a voltage via the 250 Q resistor.

Figure 9. 0utput currents measured by DNV
during post-retrieval calibration ofthe PT-B
transducer (symbols). Results show little
hysteresis and good linearity with the correct
sensitivity above 2000 psi. Least squares fit to the
data for pressures from 1875 to 7500 psi indicates
an offset in PT-B of -622 psi.

5       10      15      20

Gauge Pressure… P Ikps]

Use of the calibration data in discerning the true PT-B offset is supported by the fact that this is
standard practice for characterizing a transducer. The calibration results are also free of any issues related
to flow in the well and PT-B co-location with the reference gauge. The main concern about use of the
calibration data is not accuracy of the reference, but in PT-B itself. The gauge was removed from its low-
temperature subsea environment and was additionally cleaned in preparation for calibration. Either of
these could possibly affect the offset.

u' From "BOP Pressure-Temperature Sensor Test Data from 6- I 5 and 6-16 (2Ol I ).pdf."
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Offset values from the several reference sources discussed above are summarized in Table l, along
with brief relevant comments. Reference of PT-B to PT-A (3/10) occurs when there is no flow through
the well and so is a preferred measure of the PT-B offset. The main concern here is the unknown
accuracy of PT-A. A synopsis of pros and cons for each estimate of the offset follows.

Reference of PT-B to PT-C and PT-K (5127 to 5/30) occurs only for times during which there is
significant flow through the BOP. As a result, the magnitudes of the offsets may be either high or low
depending on fluid velocities, orientation of gauge ports with respect to flow, local geometry in the
vicinity of gauge ports, and any acceleration or deceleration of the oil or mud passing through the open
test rams. The state of the BOP choke and kill valves also influenced PT-B pressures, and this sort of
crosstalk should not be present when referencing one gauge to another. The use of PT-C and PT-K as

reference pressures is therefore somewhat problematic, and the associated offsets should be discounted.

Near Date Reference Offset Flow Comments

▼

V

3/10/10

5/27/10

5/28/10

5/30/10

7/16/10

8/2/10

6/15/11

LMRP PT‐A
PT― C and PT― K
PT―C and PT― K
PT― C and PT― K
PT-3K-2
PT-3K-2
DNV Calibration

-740

-825 to-860

-830 to… 866
-852 to-810

+546 to+576
-694 to-778

-622

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Compatt lnstalled 5/17

Compatt Change 7/12,966 Correct

Compatt Change～ 7/31

Table l. Summary of PT-B offsets determined from various reference pressures.

Reference of PT-B to PT-3K-2 (7116 and 812) again involves no flow and so is a preferred estimator
of the PT-B offset. The state of the BOP, LMRP and capping stack are reasonably well known and so
present no particular concern, and PT-3K-2 is considered to be highly accurate. The offsets of l116 are
clearly anomalous, however, and the origin of this is not completely clear. The discrepancy for this
offset very likely arises from a correction of +966 psi and an additional offset of +250 psi due either to
Compatt reporting or conversion from voltage to pressure at the system level. In any case, the results of
1116 do not represent the true PT-B offset. In contrast, the offset of 8/2 is highly credible and is
consistent with the other estimates, especially the reference to PT-A.

The offset determined via calibration involves no flow and is potentially the most accurate of these
estimates. The only concern here is how removal of the gauge from the subsea thermal environment and
cleaning may have affected the offset.

From those discussions, the references to PT-A and PT-3K-2 on 812 represent the best individual
estimates of the PT-B offset. Both of these yield values near -740 psi. Further, every value in Table I is
within 130 psi of this -740 psi offset, with exception of the 7116 outlier. The impact of this 130 psi
uncertainty on the cumulative discharge is just less than plus or minus 27o. The offset of -740 psi
therefore represents a best estimate of the true offset in PT-B over most of the relevant history.62 This
offset applies to all PT-B pressures from April 20 to July ll. After July 12,bttt before July 31, the
applicable offset is roughly +560 psi, with an observed range of values between +508 to +641 psi. Any
valueinthisrangeisthusacceptabledependingontheuse. TheoffsetafterJuly3lisagain-740psi.

PT-B pressures reported in MC252_DataDump_7l8l0.xls should be corrected by subtracting these
offsets from the reported values over the indicated times. The only ambiguous application of these offsets
occurs on July I I , 20 10. Pressures reported in PT_B Offset 2 I 5 Jun thru 14 Jul.xls should be corrected in
the same manner, but first 966 psi must be subtracted to remove the BP correction already applied. The
only ambiguous application here is the period beginning July 9. Starting then, the reported pressures
jump abruptly and become very erratic. As such, all pressures for July 9 through July I I are
untrustworthy and are therefore neglected in my analyses.

o2 I reach the same conclusion whether or not I consider the DNV calibration.
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Appendix F: Long-Term Shut In Pressure

The best estimate conditions employ a reservoir pressure history based on a final shut-in pressure of
7120 psi. The basis for this is extrapolation of the wellhead pressures measured using PT-3K-2 to infinite
time using a simple model based on single-phase laminar flow in the reservoir.

Consider a region near the bottom of the well. The time derivative of the pressure in this region is
proportional to the flow rate of oil into the region from points further into the reservoir. This can be
expressed as

For laminar (Darcy) flow in the reservoir, the flow rate is proportional to a pressures gradient and this
pressure gradient is proportional to the difference between the local pressure in the volume and a far-field
pressure, and that far-field pressure is roughly the equilibrium pressure within the reservoir attained at
infinite time. The flow rate into the volume therefore can be expressed as

偽∝
″
一″

9"∝ (鳥9-P)  such that eq.l becomes

For laminar flow,cq.l therefore possesses solutions in forln

Figure l. Measured wellhead pressures (red symbols)
with two-term fit (black curve). Resulting long-term
equilibrium pressure is 7120 psi. Complete fit is
shown in the plot frame.

Alternate fits using a single term and subsets of the
data indicate that uncertainty in this value is roughly
plus or minus 50 psi.

The two exponential terms have short and long time
scales of 1.54 and 16.7 days. These represent near-
field and far-field relaxation.

PT-3K-2 data are taken from "Copy of WIT
l4July.xls", BP-HZN-21 79MDL07l 14100. Created
by W. Leith McDonald of BP, August 3,2010.
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Here Po is the initial pressure in the region while a and b are unknown positive constants. This represents
simple exponential relaxation to the equilibrium value.

Expressions of this form were used to fit the measured pressures such that values for a, b and P"o are
the fitting parameters. Because of the complex geometry, two separate terms representing exponential
relaxation are used in this fit. One of these describes rapid relaxation in the vicinity of the wellbore; the
second describes relaxation on time scales associated with the reservoir. The result of this two-term fit is
shown in Fig. l. The quality of this fit is extremely good, yielding a goodness of fit of 0.9998 and RMS
deviation between the fit and data ofjust 1.7 psi. The resulting equilibrium pressure is 7120 psi. This
yields a reservoir pressure 10,310 psi based on a calculated static head of3190 psi.
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Appendix G: Discussion of Uncertainties

Uncertainties in calculated historical flow rates are determined by just several factors. These are

uncertainties in the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient, variations in fluid densities in
the wellbore over the 86 days, similar variations in the density and viscosity in the reservoir, and

uncertainties in the pressure differences between the reservoir and BOP. Other parameters in the model
have no effect on calculated flow rates, except indirectly. With a few exceptions, uncertainties in the

instantaneous flow rate are identical to uncertainties in cumulative discharge from the well. Except as

noted, baseline conditions are used in these analyses because they provide the most accurate description
of the well at the time of shut-in and so provide the most accurate sensitivity to perturbations affecting the
productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient.

Uncertainties in the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient can be quantified by
examining variations in flow rates through the kill line, BOP, and capping-stack choke and downstream
tubing due to density variations in the gas-oil mixture as occur prior to and during shut-in. The
magnitude of these was previously discussed in Appendix A on assumptions. Over the range of relevant
conditions, potential variations the flow rate through the kill line are x.l .9o/o. Variations in flow rates

through the BOP and capping-stack choke, and tubing downstream of the choke are =3.4o/o, 
*7 .0%o, and

*4.5o% respectively. These variations in flow rate are equivalent to variations in the discharge
coefficients, so their impact on calculated flow rates can be assessed via a process resembling sensitivity
analysis. To make this assessment, the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient are

estimated as before, but the remaining four parameters are held fixed. Three of these are fixed at their
baseline values, while the fourth is perturbed upward or downward by the amounts indicated above. For
the variable capping-stack choke, the valve coefficients are perturbed uniformly by a constant. These
perturbations result in estimates of the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficients that deviate
from their baseline values and so yield values of flow rates and the cumulative discharge that also deviate
from nominal values. The deviation in the estimated cumulative discharge then serves as an estimate of
uncertainty in the calculated flow rates.

▼

▼

Case

ftwell

(stbd/psit/2)
F

(Stbd/psi)

Calc Cum
(mmstbd)

Dev From
BL(%)

Baseline
1 BOP r3.4oh
2 Ck DS Tub t4.5%
3 Kill Line *,l.9oh
4 Choke x.7oh

5 Choke 2<$ Factor
6 Res Press 7260 psi es

7 Head Var at Shut-In

1219

1194/1247

1245/1194

1070/1504

1219/1219

1072

1152

1218

47.2

47.2/47.2

44.2/50.7

113.9/286

472/472
92.8

43.8

45.7

5.446

5.359/5.549

5.464/5.429

5.431/5.503

5.446/5.446

5.353

5.514

5.410

0
-1.6/+1.8

+0.3/-0.3

-0.3/+1.0

0/0

-1.7

0.6

-0.7

Table 1. Calculated uncertainties in flow rates given uncertainties in conditions during shurin. Results are

obtained by estimating the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient with all other parameters fixed at

their baseline value except one that is perturbed as indicated.

This is illustrated in Table l. Here the estimated baseline values of the productivity index and

wellbore discharge coefficient are shown, along with the calculated baseline cumulative discharge from
the well. Also shown are corresponding values for cases in which one of the discharge coefficients is
perturbed. Case I of Table I shows the impact of perturbations to the BOP discharge coefficients of

63 For consistency, the cumulative discharge was also calculated using the maximum credible (best estimate)
reservoir pressure history.
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!3.4o/o wilh accompanying variations in the calculated cumulative discharge of -l .6%o to +1.8%. Note
that variations in the estimated wellbore discharge coefficient are slightly larger than the variations in
cumulative discharge because the productivity index is not affected and these two coefficients in series
determine flow rates. Also note that the productivity index is not affected in this case because the
wellbore and BOP coefficients appear only in series. Because both describe turbulent flow, the scheme
used in parameter estimation is free to exchange reductions in one coefficient for an increase in the other
without any influence on the estimated productivity index.

Case 2 shows similar results for perturbations to the discharge coefficient of the tubing downstream
of the capping-stack choke. Here impact on the calculated cumulative discharge is quite small, +0.37o,

despite a rather significant perturbation of *4.5%o. This simply confirms that resistance to flow through
the choke downstream tubing is relatively unimportant compared to that through the BOP, as was already
apparent from the relative magnitudes of their baseline discharge coefficients.

Case 3 describes a perturbation to the kill-line discharge coefficient of *.1 .9%o. Here the impact on
cumulative discharge is decidedly asymmetric, leading to a flow rate deviation of -0.3%o as the kill-line
discharge coefficient is increased and +1.0% as it is reduced. The estimated productivity index and
wellbore discharge coefficient for this case also deviate very significantly from baseline values, but with
little net impact on the calculated cumulative discharge. This illustrates perhaps the robust nature of this
method.

The effects of variations in flow rates through variable capping-stack choke are shown in Cases 4
and 5 of Table l. As mentioned before, the first of these is based on uniform perturbation of the choke
valve coefficients. This perturbation yields the unexpected result that the productivity index, wellbore
discharge coefficient, and calculated cumulative oil discharge are altogether unaffected. This perplexing
outcome is simply the result of the main role of the shut-in data in parameter estimation. That is, the
shut-in data primarily determines the relative magnitudes of the productivity index and wellbore
discharge coefficient through flow rates that vary significantly. When flow rates are low, pressure drops
in the reservoir are larger relative to those in the wellbore; when flow rates are high, pressure drops in the
wellbore increase relative to those in the reservoir. Magnitudes of the flow rates through the choke are
therefore unimportant in parameter estimation, provided that the flow rates vary sufficiently as the choke
is closed and that relative flow rates through the choke are determined only by the choke setting. Thus
any uniform multiple of the choke valve coefficient (that is near unity) yields identical values of the
productivity index and well discharge coefficient when all other parameters are fixed. This, however,
presumes that flow rates through the choke vary only with the choke setting and do not also vary with
density or quality as the choke is closed, which of course is the real condition. The Case 4 analysis is
therefore inadequate to assess uncertainties.

Proper characterization of the impact of uncertain flow rates through the choke requires that the choke
flow rate vary in a manner that is not simply proportional to the measured choke coefficients, and this can
be accomplished simply by varying the choke de-rating factor. A way to do this that is physically
meaningful is to vary the portion of the de-rating factor associated with two-phase flow, as described by
Eq.3 of Appendix B. As previously discussed, the approximate value of this is 0.4 based on the baseline
overall de-rating factor of 0.257. This low value clearly describes the two-phase flow expected when the
choke is open and the capping-stack pressure is low, As the choke is gradually closed and the pressure
increases to the bubble point, however, the fwo-phase factor should increase to unity assuming that the
gas-oil mixture is in an equilibrium state. From the measured pressures, this should occur at some point
beyond six turns of the choke for temperatures in the range of 150 to 180 F.

Such a perturbation to the choke two-phase factor is presented as Case 5 of Table l. Here the two-
phase factor is varied quadratically from 0.4 for the open choke to 1.0 at seven tums and beyond.6+ This
produces a variation in flow rate through the choke that varies by a factor of 2.5. Despite this large
variation, the impact on cumulative discharge is only modest at -l .7yo.

6a This quadratic variation roughly approximates a two-phase factor that varies linearly with density as the choke is
initially closed.
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Case 5 of Table I address uncertainties due to the reservoir pressure. Here the cumulative discharge
is computed using parameters estimated using the best-estimate reservoir pressure less flowing elevation
head of 7260 psi, the best-estimate reservoir pressures history, and the baseline BOP pressures. This
leads to an increase in the discharge of 0.6%o.

Figure l. Calculated elevation heads as a function of
flow rate. Wellbore temperature profiles are taken as

a linear increase from I 50 F at the wellhead to 240 F
at the boftom (solid) or 180 to 240 F (dashed). The
three sets ofcurves are based on the three distinct
equations-of-state discussed in Appendix A. These
heads are calculated by specifoing the reservoir and

wellhead pressures, and varying the flow rate until the
sum ofthe pressure drop through the reservoir, the
elevation head, and the frictional drop along the
wellbore is equal to the overall pressure differential.
During these iterative calculations, the baseline
wellbore discharge coefficient is modified by the local
density in the wellbore to provide a local discharge
coefficient. Integration oflocal densities along the
wellbore is then used to compute the total head. Note
that the three equations-of-state yield significantly
different values ofthe head, but variations in head

with flow rate are nearly the same for all.
10  20  30  40  50  60  70

Flow Rate― Qst imstbdl

The last uncertainties associated with parameter estimation are due to uncertainties and variations in

the elevation head during the shut-in process that affect the pressure differential driving flow in the

wellbore. The baseline parameters are based on a reservoir pressure less head of 6605 psi that was

measured just as the choke was closed. If the parameters are instead estimated using the best estimate
value of 7260 psi, the calculated cumulative discharge is 5.514 mmstb, an increase of 0.60/o from the

baseline value. This is Case 6 of Table L Head variations during shut-in additionally influence
parameter estimation because the reservoir pressure, not the pressure less head as assumed, is constant

during this process. As shown in Fig. l, the calculated elevation head falls from 3220 psi at zero flow to
3ll0 psi at a flow rate of48,100 stbd (capping stack installed and choke open at start ofshut-in). This
variation of ll0 psi was incorporated into the estimation algorithm by fixing the reservoir pressure and

varying the head with flow rate in accordance with Fig. l. This requires an iterative process such that the

head varies with flow rate as the choke is closed and the reservoir pressure less head falls as the flow
decreases. The result is a calculated cumulative discharge of 5.410 mmstb, a decrease of 0.7% from
baseline. This is Case 7 of Table l.

The values tabulated in Table I represent uncertainties in the calculated historical flow rates due to

uncertainties introduced through assumptions in the model and their impact on parameter estimation.
Additional uncertainties in calculated flow rates arise from uncertainties in the measured flow rate

used in parameter estimation. This is illustrated in Table 2 showing the BOP and capping-stack pressures

measured just prior to shut-in during tests in which oil was also collected from the BOP choke and kill
lines upstream of the capping stack.5s Recall that a portion of the oil was also discharged from the
capping-stack kill line in these tests. The first entry in this table is the baseline case, representing

65 From BP rlle“
c。1lection rates during well integrity test w_Vx.xls'',BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04884268.Values

reported are from the Vx meter,as reconlinended by 13P. Pressures werc taken from the BP flle

“MC252_DataDump_071810.xls'',SNL087-001206,correlatcd through time with the conection rates.
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parameters estimated using baseline values of the pressures and flow rate of collected oil in parameter
estimation. The deviation from baseline in the resulting cumulative discharge is therefore exactly zero in
this case. Cases I through 4 of Table 2 are identical to the baseline case except for the measured
pressures and flow rates used in parameter estimation. Here the values listed for each case are used
instead. These cases represent all other results during the same test series for which oil was collected for
an hour; this was the maximum duration for such tests and so provides maximum accuracy in the
measurement of collected oil. The measured flow rates in these tests vary from somewhat below
18,000 stbd to more than 22,400 stbd, a range of about 22%o. Over this range, the resulting uncertainty in
the calculated cumulative discharge is just -1.6% to +1.8%. And because all are involved, this range
should be viewed as the combined uncertainty introduced by the model, measured pressures, and
measured flow rates under the limited conditions of these flow tests. Here BOP pressures were always
near 3600 psi and the total flow rate is roughly 53,000 stbd. These conditions are close to those
encountered toward the end the 86-day history so provide some assurance that similar uncertainties apply
to the historical flow rates and cumulative discharge.

Case

C―Stk P

(pSi)

BOP P
(pSi)

Meas Flow

(Stbd)

Calc Cum Dev From
(mmstbd) BL (%)

Baseline
I
,
3

2376
2400
2353

2386

3586

3605
3567

3617

20,012

17,987

22,030

18,942

5.446

5.543

5358
5.424

0

+1.8
-1.6

-0.4

Table 2. Calculated cumulative discharge and uncertainties using various values ofmeasured oil flow rates and
associated pressures at the BOP and capping stack. Combined uncertainty in the model, measured pressures, and
measured flow rates is -1.6% to + I .8% over this limited range of conditions

An alternative to assessing the impact of flow measurement uncertainties is to calculate collected oil
flow rates using all of the baseline parameters and the various values of the BOP and capping-stack
pressures appearing in Table 2. These calculated rates are then compared with the measured values to
obtain an estimate of the combined uncertainty in the model, measured rates, and measured pressures over
a narrow range of conditions. Results using this approach are very similar to those in Table 2, showing
deviations from the measured collection rates of at most -1.77o to +l .60/o.

All of the uncertainties discussed so far are characteristic of conditions just before or during shut-in
when the reservoir pressure is more or less fixed. All remaining uncertainties arise from uncertainties
over the 86-day history. The first of these are uncertainties due to variations in the oil mixture density in
the reservoir. As discussed in Appendix A, the uncertainty in flow rate within the reservoir is less than
t6%o due to pressure variations from 10,310 psi to ll,850psi at a temperature of 240F. However,
because the productivity index is estimated at the end of the 86-day period when the pressure, oil density,
and viscosity in the reservoir are lowest, this uncertainty is more appropriately described as the interval
-l2oh to +lVo. To describe the impact of this on cumulative discharge, it is therefore appropriate to
assume an initial deviation of -l2o/o in the reservoir productivity index with an increase to zero at 86 days.
Assuming that this increase in linear in time, the result is a reduction in the calculated cumulative
discharge to 5.392 mmstb, a change of -l .0o/o from the baseline value. This relative insensitivity to a
significant time-dependent variation in the reservoir flow rate is due to a combination of two factors: the
average deviation over the 86 days is just half of the initial value; and the dominant resistance to flow
resides in the wellbore at the flow rates of relevance here, so reductions in the productivity index are
reasonably unimportant.

Additional uncertainties in the calculated discharge arise directly from uncertainties in the reservoir
pressure history. The initial reservoir pressures was measured at I1,850 psi, and this is taken as correct.
Per Appendix F, the final shut-in pressure is7l20 psi, with uncertainty of approximately plus or minus
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50 psi. Uncertainty is the reservoir decay over the 86 days is therefore equal to uncertainfy in the final
pressure, or plus or minus 50 psi. Because the initial measured pressure is taken at face value, this
uncertainty begins a zero and grows over the 86 days and so is roughly equivalent to a constant
uncertainty of plus or minus 25 psi over the entire period. The result of this is uncertainty in the
cumulative discharge of .0.3%o

Variations in flow up the wellbore due to density variations also contribute to uncertainties in the
cumulative discharge. These were again discussed in Appendix A and are *1.7o/o, taking into account the
direct effect of density variations on flow rates at a fixed pressure differential, and *2.0o/o accounting for
the indirect effect of density on the elevation head and its impact on this differential. However, densities
and the wellbore head also always decay as the pressures decay, so this again should be expressed as -4.0
lo +3.4yo. These variations can be treated in a manner analogous to variations in the reservoir, so the
wellbore discharge coefficient is varied linearly from its baseline value by -4.0%o or +3.4yo initially with a

final deviation of zero at 86 days. The result for the first of these is a reduction in the calculated
cumulative discharge of -l .3%o; the second yields an increase of l.l%o.

My best estimate of the cumulative discharge of 5.0 mmstb is based on a correction to BOP pressures

of +740 psi. Per Appendix E, my uncertainty in this value is tl30 psi corresponding to a range of
corrections from +610 to +870 psi. The impact of this is uncertainty on the cumulative discharge is -1.8%
and +l.9Yo.

Finally, there are uncertainties in the cumulative discharge due to uncertainties in the state of the well
prior to the first BOP pressure measurements on May. This is discussed in Appendix I. From that
discussion, the uncertainties aftributed to this period are -3.3o/o and +0.9%o based on the reconstruction of
events prior to May 8 and credible flow rates during periods following closure of the various rams.

A summary of these uncertainties is provided in Table I of the main body of this report. Here
uncertainties are listed according to the sources already discussed and grouped by sign. The totals of
these are -13.9%and+9.7Vo, yielding a cumulative discharge between 4.3 and 5.5mmstb based on my
best-estimate nominal value of 5.0 mmstb.

\,/

\-/
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Appendix H: Flow Rates Based on Reservoir and Ambient pressures

Flow rates from the well using the reservoir and ambient pressures must account for pressure drops in
the reservoir and wellbore, as when calculated using the measured BOP pressures, but must additionally
account for the pressure drop through the BOP. As such the flow rate can be written as

2,=:| whК θ=竿 狙dたヴ=1赤+赤「
″

Using best estimate values of,the productivity index and discharge coefficients, the parameters appearing
in eq. I are k"y= 890 stbd/psir/2 and 0=18450 stbd.

The total pressures drop in this case is 6P=P,",-Po.6. Here the reservoirpressure (less elevation head)
can also be expressed in terms of its initial value less a decay due to reservoir depletion by a cumulative
discharge, Q. The cumulative discharge is therefore governed by

塀=2′ WhCК ″=既 _鳥″ゎ―RΩ

andコR is the apparent incremental rnodulus ofthe reservOir expressed in psi/stb. Its value is the inverse of

the effect市 e reservoir compressibility d市 ided by the total reservOir capacity.G市 en calculated flow ratcs,
Bく)P pressures can also be computed using the relatiOnship between the Bく )P and ambient pressures.
This is given by

WttК ね″=И
"ゞ
斑ぼ■  

ら″=鳥励+1聯∫      (助
Taking Ω=O and 3θド=41 at time zero,cq.2 can be integrated in time tO g市 e the instantaneous

flow rate, cumulative discharge, and calculated reservoir and BOP pressure histories, provided the

reservoir inOdulus is known. Altematively,if both the initial and flnal reservOir pressures are specifled,

cqs. l and 2 become an eigenvalue problenl for which Only a single reservoir inodulus can satistt both the

initial and flnal values. This value can be deterlnined readily by s01ving the goveming equations using

the initial reservoir pressure and a trial value ofthe mOdulus  The modulus is then va」 ed in an iterative
process until the flnal calculated pressure matches the target value.
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Appendix I: Flow Rates and Discharge Prior to May 8

While no pressures were measured at the BOP prior to May 8, it is possible to reconstruct the

sequence of events before then and estimate their impact on flow rates. This sequence of events includes

primarily the closure of various rams and collapse of the marine riser.

Closure of the rams before May 8 were spread from April 20 (upper annular and two VBRs) to April
29 (casing shear ram).66 Each of these rams was closed with the intent to further restrict the BOP and so

reduce the flow rate of oil. As such, I might reasonably assume that flow rates from the well decreased

continuously up to May 8 in response to each subsequent closure of a ram. In this case, flow rates before

May 8 would be at least as large as my calculated rate based on the first measured BOP pressures.

Assuming that flow rates decreased permanently in response to each ram closure does not, however,

take into account the possibility of erosion in the rams or captured pipe betvreen the time a ram was

activated and the later date of May 8. Such erosion can occur very rapidly when fluid speeds are large, so

flow rates may well have increased by May 8 from their values at the time a ram was hrst closed.

To address this possibility, I have reconstructed events and flow rates before May 8 starting at the

condition when the riser had just collapsed. For that state and the states following each subsequent

event, I estimated the condition of the BOP in terms of effective discharge coefficients, calculated the

flow rate for that condition using the reservoir and ambient pressures, and used that flow rate over the

period up to the next event to calculate an incremental cumulative discharge. All of these calculations

employ my best-estimate values of the well productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient. As

stated elsewhere in this report, I do not believe that either ofthese varied significantly over the 86 days,

except in the first several hours following the initial explosion'
This process is described below for each period leading up to May 8. A schematic of the BOP and

Lower Marine Riser Package is shown in Fig. l. This indicates the relative positions of the various rams

and the time at which each was closed.

April20 21:41 Upper Annular

Lower Annular

V

V

Figure 1. Schematic
of relative locations of
rams in the BOP and

annular preventers in
the LMRP. Dates and

approximate times at

which each was closed

are shown at the left of
the figure.

April 22 10222 to April 26 10:30

The start of this period is collapse of the marine riser.
already been activated, severing the drill pipe. The drill

Blind Shear Rams

Casing Shear Rams

Upper VBR

Middle VBR

Lower VBR
(Test Rams)

At this point, the blind shear rams (BSR) had
pipe had also been severed by erosion and

Ap‖ 1227:30

Ap‖12917:40

Ap‖12021:47

Apri1 20 21:47

Ap‖12610:30

66 From``Expert Report of Forrest Earl Shanks II on BOP Design,"October 17,201l and BP flle Exhibit 8672

Created by BPPassPort User,October 10,2012
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fracture at the upper annular and was ejected up the BOP prior to riser collapse.u' This largely erosive
failure of the pipe at the upper annular therefore occurred within 36 hours following blowout. In this
state, the region between the BSR and bottom of the riser was open and offered almost no restriction to
flow. There is some uncertainty as to when the upper and middle VBRs were closed.68 Here I assume
that they were closed and still sealed at the beginning of this period such that my estimate of the flow rate
provides a lower bound on the true value.

The BSR at this time was partially closed, with an aperture of roughly I inch at the side packers and
roughly _2 inches across the face, though the BSR blade and recess on the opposing side did appear to
overlap.6e As such, there were large channels up at least each side of the BSR, and such channels would
have provided little resistance to flow. The pressure drop across the BSR was measured on May 25 and
May 30 at somewhat less than 100 psi. Upon recovery, the BSR showed very extensive erosion on the
sides and under side ofthe recess, but I do not believe that this erosion significantly reduced the pressure
drop across the ram. Instead, I believe that the initial openings were sufficiently large that the pressure
drop measured later in May was comparable to that present from its first closure. The extensive erosion
resulted simply from the tortuous path through the blade and recess and the focusing of flow from the
captured pipe at one side of the two rams. From this I conclude that the discharge coefficient of the BSR
at this time was on the order of 6000 stb/psir/2 based on the roughly 100 psi pressure drop measured in
late May and the flow rate at the time of roughly 60,000 stbd.

My inspection of the recovered riser showed little erosion in the kink, except in the vicinity of the
several leaks. These leaks clearly originated from cracks that formed due to folding of the riser that were
subsequently enlarged by erosion. There was extensive erosion downstream of each leak indicating very
significant flow beyond them. Given their reasonably small size and lack of massive enlargement, I
conclude that these leaks did not constitute a primary flow path from the riser. The primary path through
the riser, with or without leaks, was through the open end some distance for the wellhead. Given that
there was no significant erosion in areas away from the leaks, I conclude that the state of the riser as of
this time was substantially the same as it was in late May. At that time, the pressure drop through the
kinked riser was measured at roughly 300 psi, and this yields an effective discharge coefficient of about
3500 stbd/psi'/2.

Assuming that the middle and upper VBRs were closed and remained perfectly sealed at this point,
the pipe hanging below the BOP, the BSR, and riser offered the primary resistance to flow. My estimate
of the discharge coefficient for the pipe below the BOP is 640 stb/psi"'.'o The section of pipe above the
BSR was already missing so the path through both annulars was open. Using my estimated discharge

67 My conclusion is based on the fact that both pipes exiting the top of the BOP were kinked when the riser fell 36
hours following the blowout, and this would not have been possible ifthe pipe had not already been severed at the
upper annular. Pipe positions were described in "Forensic Examination of the Deepwater Horizon Blowout
Preventer: VI" Report No. EP030842, page 95, Det Norske Veritas, March 20, 2011. I conclude that pipe sections
83, 1 -B- I and I -B-2 were already ejected from the BOP at the time of riser collapse, resulting in the kink between 1 -
B-l and 1-B-2. This segment of pipe may have been severed on its lower end, between sections 83 and 94, by the
blind shear rams, but the failure between sections I -B- I and 39 resulted largely from erosion at the upper annular
preventer. This dramatic erosion therefore occurred in the first 36 hours following the blowout.
68 "20 I I - I 0- t 7 Expert Report of Forrest Earl Shanks F" places closure of the upper and middle VBRs at roughly
2l:47 on April 20, 2010. The BP file Exhibit 8672 places closure of the middle VBR at May 8 at approximately
04:00 and closure of the upper VBR at May 26 at roughly I I :00. In each case, I believe that the rams were already
closed but leaking extensively due to erosion. Closure of the upper VBR on May 26 required almost no fluid input,
but the BOP pressure still increased by approximately 340 psi. This indicates the upper VBR was already closed but
leaking badly.
o' "Forensic Examination of the Deepwater Horizon Blowout Preventer" Report No. EP030842, page 164, Det
Norske Veritas, March 20, 201 l.
'" This is based on 720 stbd/psi'i2 for the E00 feet of 3.5 inch pipe and I 400 stbd/psi"2 for the 2500 feet of 5.5 inch
pipe as reported on page l2 in "Oil Release from the BP Macondo MC252 Well: Flow Rates and Cumulative
Discharge Calculated using Measured Blowout-Preventer Pressures," S. K. Griffiths, Sandia Report SAND2Ot I -
3800,June20ll. Thetwopipesinseriesyieldaneffectivedischargecoefficientof640stbd/psir'2.
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coefficient for each of these resistances, I calculate that the flow rate from the well was just over
41,000 stbd. The duration of this period, before the next event, was 4.01 days so the cumulative discharge
was 0.17 mmstb.

April 26 10:30 to April29 17:40

The start of this period is closure of the lower VBR (Test Rams). The test rams were installed in a

marner that was not intended to seal the well with elevated pressure below the rams. At this point,
however, the pipe was still in place below the BSR, trapped by the closed middle and upper VBRs.
Although all of the VBRs were leaking by this time, a lower bound on the flow rate again can be obtained
by assuming they were not. In this case, the configuration of the well and BOP were nominally the same

as in the previous period. Based on the decaying reservoir pressure, the flow rate in this state wasjust less

that 41,000 stbd. The duration of this period was 3.38 days, yielding an additional cumulative discharge
of 0.14 mmstb.

April 29 17:40 to May 8 02:12 (first BOP pressure measurement)

The start of this period is defined by closure of the casing shear ram (CSR). Before this, however, I
believe that the drill pipe below the BOP was severely eroded and either perforated or already dropped
into the well. This is based on the fact that identical pipe failed at the upper annular, downstream of the
closed VBRs, in less than 36 hours. At the start of this period, the test rams had already been closed for
more than 3 days, but were not expected to seal, and the upper and middle VBRs had been closed and
leaking for over 2 weeks. Given that flow between the pipe and an annular that is not quite sealed would
likely resemble the flow between the pipe and a test ram that is not quite sealed, I see no basis for
believing that failure at the test rams would not occur in a time scale comparable to failure at the upper
annular. At the very least, the pipe in the test rams would have been perforated at this point such that
significant flow entered the pipe at the bottom of the BOP. Further, I believe that the pipe below the BOP
failed before May 8 as there is no evidence in the BOP pressure history that indicates it failed later.
Unless already severely perforated, I believe that this would have been discernable through a significant
permanent drop in BOP pressures, and no such drop occurred. Finally, my alternate calculation of the

cumulative discharge using the BOP and ambient pressures indicates that the BOP restriction did not vary
significantly between May 8 and July 15, and this would preclude additional perforation or complete
failure of the pipe below the BOP at any time after May 8.

The CSR showed little erosion except on the bottom face of the upper blade just above the severed
pipe. This indicates that the state of the CSR at this time was substantially the same as it was in late May.
The pressure drops measured in late May did not isolate the CSR. lnstead, the pressure drop across both
the upper VBR and the CSR were measured together. Attributing all of this drop to the CSR therefore
provides a lower bound on the discharge coefficient for the CSR and so a lower bound on my calculated
flow rates. Based on the measured drop on May 25 for both the upper VBR and CSR of about 600 psi,

the effective discharge coefficient for the CSR is therefore about 2500 stbd/psir/2.
In this configuration, I again assume that the VBRs remain perfectly sealed around remaining pipe in

the BOP such that a lower bound on the flow rate is obtained. My estimate for the discharge coefficient
for this segment is 1800 stbd/psir/2 based on scaling to the discharge coefficient of the capping stack kill
line. The collective resistance of the pipe segment, CSR, BSR and riser yield a calculated flow rate of
just over 61,000 stbd. The duration in this case is 8.35 days, and this gives a cumulative discharge of
0.51mmstb.

Summary

These periods cover all of the time between blowout and the first BOP pressure measurements on
May 8, except for the 36 hours before riser collapse. The sum of the incremental discharge from the three
periods is 0.82 mmstb. In contrast, my best estimate of a cumulative discharge includes a cumulative at

this time of 1.04 mmstb, so there is a discrepancy of 0.22 mmstb or about 4.4Yo of my total. To make up
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this difference, the flow rate over the first 36 hours would need to be roughly 150,000 stbd, and this does
not seem credible. However, the flow rate during this period was certainly not zero either. In their
calculations, Add Energy concluded that the flow rate through the casing, the drill pipe below the BOp,
and the drill pipe to the surface was 36,000 stbd for a net pay zone of 86 feet.Tr Given that this was the
likely path for flow at the time and that the down-hole restriction at the cement barrier was failing rapidly,
I believe that this represents a reasonable flow rate for the period. Using this value reduces the
discrepancy to less than 0.17 mmstb or about 33% of my total. Given that leaks in the VBRs would
further reduce the discrepancy, this seryes as an upper bound on the uncertainty associated with the period
before May 8.

In contrast, a reasonable upper bound on of the discharge before May 8 can be had by assuming that
the initial estimated flow rate of 63,000 stbd applied over this entire period. Under rhii condition, the
cumulative discharge as of May 8 is slightly above 1.08 mmstb. Here the discrepancy is just over
0.04 mmstb or 0.9o/o of the total discharge of 5.0 mmstb.

This analysis yields upper and lower bounds on the discharge before May 8 through several
conservative assumptions. As a result, I believe that the true discharge during this period would be larger
than is represented by my lower bound. I also believe that the true discharge during this period was less
than my upper bound. I therefore consider these bounds to be reasonable estimates ofuncertainties, but
do not feel it is appropriate to alter my best estimate of the total discharge to reflect either of these values.

Appendix W, Page 30, Table 3.4.
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V
Appendix J: Correlation of BOP and Reservoir Pressures

Under the mathematical model described in Appendix B, the reservoir and BOP pressures uniquely

define a flow rate from the well when both the productivity index and wellbore discharge coefficient are

specified. Conversely, if the flow rate and BOP pressure are known, then the reservoir pressure can be

infened. This can be demonstrated by writing each of these pressures in terms of the ambient pressure

and flow rate. Without the capping-stack in place, these are given by

paop = po,a.(#)'.**, and p,",= n,* *?*(*.*)o:, **,r, 
(r)

The first of these is derived from eq.2 of Appendix B; the second comes from eq.8. Since each of these

depends only on the flow rate when the productivity index, discharge coefficients, and ambient pressure

are fixed, changes in pressure at the BOP and in the reservoir must likewise depend only on the flow rate.

Assuming that elevation heads, 6P1', do not vary with flow rate, this can be expressed as

And since flow rates through the BOP and from the reservoir must be the same in steady state, the ratio of
changes in BOP pressures to changes in reservoir pressures can be written as

讐 =摯 md告〓
lつ(赤嚇)a

舞七 帖∝χ=(婦1+舟 )司
J丼篭鍔

(2)

The approximation on the right of this equation is based on the baseline values of krcp: l52gstbd/psir/2, 
V

kn tr : l2l9 stbd/psir/2, and r = 47.2 stbd/psi. Maximum possible variation in the BOP pressure with

reservoir pressure therefore occurs when the flow rate is very large, and this is given by dPsop/dPn"'=

0.388. Parameters for my best-estimate conditions and the corresponding mean flow rate of 58,300 stbd

yield dP6sp/dPa",: 0.337. For this mean flow rate, a decay rate in the BOP pressure of -5.91 psi/day

would thus require a decay of -17.5 psi/day in the reservoir pressure or roughly 1500 psi over the 85 days

and l7 hours between blowout and shut-in.
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Appendix K
Curriculum Vitae for S. K. Grifliths

Stewart K. Griffiths

Albuquerque, NM 87122

Employment History
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM & Livermore, CA

Senior Scientist (2001-2011 at Retirement)
Distinguished Member of the Technical Staff (199'l-2000),
Member of the Technical Staff (1980-1990)

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Summer Employee and Consultant (1977-1980)

Education
Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering, University of lllinois (1980). NSF Graduate Fellow.
M.S. in Mechanical Engineering, University of lllinois (1977). University Graduate Fellow.
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, University of lllinois (1976). Highest Honors.

Knowledge Base and Technical Skills
Transport phenomena - fluid dynamics, electro-migration, heat and mass transfel
Numerical and analytical solution of differential and non-linear algebraic equations
Applied optimization and parameter estimation
Reduced-order models of complex phenomena
Analysis and interpretation of data through physically-based mathematical models

Current or Prior Expertise
Transport processes in dielectric and double-layer capacitors
Multi-phase flow and transport in heat pipes
Radiation and electron transport for x-ray lithography
Buoyantly-driven fl ow and transport during electro-deposltion
Dispersion phenomena in electro-kinetic lransport processes
Thermal and gravitational stresses in silicon wafers
Chemical vapor infiltration for advanced composite materials
Combustion instabilities in liquid propellants
Gas transfer systems for nuclear weapons
Compressible, incompressible, reacting flows in porous media
Shock propagation in multi-phase, multi-component materials
Multi-phase, multi-component equations of state
Explosives effects and mitigation of explosive dispersal
Fluid-driven fracture propagation in geological materials
Containment of underground nuclear explosions
Heat and mass transfer in electric fields

Recent Research
Optimization of hierarchical
porous materials for energy
and gas storage

Analysis of failure
mechanisms and methods
for improved reliability of
high-voltage pulse-
discharge capacitors

Publications and Patents
Journal publications: 53
Archival proceedings: >1 5
SNL technical reports: >100
Software copyrights: 2
U.S. Patents: 12
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Appendix L
Stewart K. Griffiths

Publications, Reports and Patents
Journal Publications

"Comparison of Molecular Dynamics with Classical Density Functional and Poisson-Boltzmann
Theories of the Electric Double Layer in Nanochannels," J. W. Lee, R. H. Nilson, J. A. Templeton, S. K.
Griffiths, A. Kung, B. M. Wong, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 8,2012-2022,2012.

"Optimization Algorithms for Hierarchical Problems with Application to Nanoporous Materials", P. T.

Boggs, D. M. Gay, S. K. Griffiths, R. M. Lewis, K. R. Long, S. Nash, R. H. Nilson, SIAM J.

Optimization, 22 (4), I 285-I 308", 20I 2.

"Oil Release from Macondo Well MC252 Following the Deepwater Horizon Accident," S. K. Griffiths,
E nviron. Sc i. Te c hn o 1,, 46 ( I 0), 561 6-5622, 20 12.

"Optimum Inter-Particle Porosity for Charge Storage in a Packed Bed of Nanoporous Particles,"
S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, J Electrochem Soc,l57 (4) A469-A479,2010.

"Optimization of Charged Species Separation by Autogenous Electric Field-Flow Fractionation in Nano-
Scale Channels," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, invited contribution to special edition of
Electrophoresrs, 3 l, 832-842, 2010.

"Hierarchical Transport Networks Optimized for Dynamic Response of Permeable Energy Storage
Materials," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Phys. Rev. r.,80, No. l, 163 10,2009.

"Optimizing Multiscale Networks for Transient Transport in Nanoporous Materials," R. H. Nilson and
S. K. Griffiths, Nanotechnology 2008,lSBN: 978-l-4200-851l-2, Vol. 3, Boston, June 2008.

"Optimizing Transport in Materials Having Two Scales of Porosity," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths,
Phys. Rev.8.,79, No. 3,36304-36314,2008. \.,
"Influence of mask substrate materials on resist sidewall roughness in deep X-ray lithography," G.
Aigeldinger, C.Y.P Yang, D. M. Skala, D. H. Morse, A. A. Talin, S. K. Griffiths, J. T. Hachman, and

J. T. Ceremug a, Mi c ro syst em Tec hno lo gies, I 4, 27 7 -286, 2008.

"Charged Species Transport, Separation and Dispersion in Nano-Scale Channels: Autogenous Electric
Field-Flow Fractionation," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Analytical Chemistry,78,8l34-8141,2006.

"lnfluence of Atomistic Physics on Electroosmotic Flow: An Analysis Based on Density Functional
Theory," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Journal of Chemical Physics 125,164510-23,2006. (Selected
by editor for publication in the web-based Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science and Technology)

"Nucleation and Adhesion of Electrodeposited Copper on Anodized Thin-Film Aluminum for LIGA
Microfabrication," M. W. Losey, S. K. Griffiths, and J. T. Hachman, Journal of The Electrochemical
Society, 153, 177 -186, 2006.

"Steady Evaporating Flow in Rectangular Channels," R. H. Nilson, S. W. Tchikanda, S. K. Griffiths, and

M. J. Martinez, International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer,49,1603-1618, 2006.

"Resist Substrate Studies for LIGA Microfabrication with Application to a New Anodized Aluminum
Substrate," S. K. Griffiths, M. W. Losey, J. T. Hachman, D. M. Skala, L. L. Hunter, N. Y. C. Yang, D. R.
Boehme, J. S. Korellis, G. Aigeldinger, W. Y. Lu, J. J. Kelly, M. A. Hekmaty, D. E. Mclean, P. C. Y.
Yang, C. A. Hauck and T. A. Friedmann, -/ournal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 15, 1700-
17 12, 2005 (designated by editor as IoP Select).

"The Efficiency of Electrokinetic Pumping at a Condition of Maximum Work," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, E lectrophoresis, 26, 351 -361, 2005 (Invited Contribution).
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"Dimensional Errors in LIGA-Produced Metal Structures due to Thermal Expansion and Swelling of
PMMA," S. K. Griffiths, J. A. W. Crowell, B. L. Kistler and A. S. Dryden, Journol of Micromechanics
and Microengineering, 14, 1548-1557, 2004.

"Axially Tapered Microchannels of High Aspect Ratio for Evaporative Cooling Devices," R. H. Nilson,
S. K. Griffiths, S. W. Tchikanda and M. J. Martinez, Journal of Heat Transfer, 126,453-462,2004.

"Fundamental Limitations of LIGA X-Ray Lithography: Sidewall Offset, Slope and Minimum Feature
Size," S. K. Griffiths, Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 14,999-1011,2004.

"Modeling of Pressure and Shear-Driven Flows in Open Rectangular Microchannels," S. W. Tchikanda,
R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer,47,527-538,2004.

"Analytical Models for High-Temperature Corrosion of Silica Refractories in Glass-Melting Furnaces,"
R. H. Nilson, S. K. Griffiths, N. Yang, P. M. Walsh, M. D. Allendorf, B. Bugeat, O. Marin, K. E. Spear
and G. Pecoraro, Glass Science and Technology,T6,136-151, 2003.

"Natural Convection in Trenches of High Aspect Ratio," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Journal of The
E I ec troc he mic a I Soc iety, I 50 (6), 40 I -4 13, 2003.

"Modeling Acoustic Agitation for Enhanced Development of LIGA Resists," R. H. Nilson, S. K. Griffiths
and A. Ting, Microsystem Techno logies, 9, I 13 -l 18, 2002.

"Transport Limitations on Development Times of LIGA PMMA Resists," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, Microsystem Technologies, 8, 335-342, 2002.

"Design and Analysis of Folded Channels for Chip-Based Separations," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Analytical Chemistry, 7 4, 2960-2967, 2002.

"The Influence of X-Ray Fluorescence on LIGA Sidewall Tolerances," S. K. Griffiths and A. Ting,
Microsystem Technologies, 8, 120-128, 2002.

"Enhanced Transport by Acoustic Streaming in Deep Trench-Like Cavities," R. H. Nilson and S. K.
Griffiths, Journol of The Electrochemical Society, 149 (4),286-296,2002.

"Low-Dispersion Turns and Junctions for Microchannel Systems," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Analytical Chemistry, 73, 272-278, 2001.

"Band Spreading in Two-Dimension Microchannel Turns for Electrokinetic Species Transport," S. K.
Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Analytical Chemistry,72,5473-5482, November 2000.

"Electroosmotic Fluid Motion and Late-Time Solute Transport at Non-Negligible Zeta Potentials," S. K.
Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Analytical Chemistry, 72,4767-4'177, October 2000. Accelerated Article.

"Conditions for Similitude Between the Fluid Velocity and Electric Field in Electoosmotic Flow," E. B.
Cummings, S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson and P. H, Paul, Analytical Chemistry, 72,2526-2532, June 2000.

"The Influence of Mask Substrate Thickness on Exposure and Development Times for the LIGA
Process," S. K. Griffiths, A. Ting and J. M. Hruby, Microsystem Technologies, 6 (3), 99-102, February
2000.

"Hydrodynamic Dispersion of a Neutral Non-Reacting Solute in Electroosmotic Flow," S. K. Griffiths
and R. H. Nilson, Analytical Chemistry,Tl (24),5522-5529, December 1999.

"The Influence of Feature Sidewall Tolerance on Minimum Absorber Thickness for LIGA X-Ray
Masks," S. K. Griffiths, J. M. Hruby and A. Ting, Journal of Micromechanical Microengineering,9 (4),
353-361 , December I 999 (Featured Article).

"Condensation Pressures in Small Pores: An Analytical Model Based on Density Functional Theory,"
R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Journal of Chemical Physics, I I l, No. 9,4281-4290, September 1999.
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"Scaling of Wafer Stresses and Thermal Processes to Large Wafers," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths,
Thin Solid Films,Yol.3l5, No. l-2,286-293, June 1998.

"Modeling Electrodeposition for LIGA Microdevice Fabrication," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson, A. Ting,
R. W. Bradshaw, W. D. Bonivert and J. M. Hruby, Microsystems Technologies, Vol. 4, No. 2, 98-101,
l 998.

"Optimum Conditions for Composites Fiber Coating by Chemical Vapor Inhltration," S. K. Griffiths and
R. H. Nilson, J. Electrochem. Soc., Vol. 145, No.4, 1263-1272, 1998.

"A Locally Analytic Density Funtional Theory Describing Adsorption and Condensation in Microporous
Materials," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Journal of Chemical Physrcs, Vol. 108, No. 3,1162-1174,
I 998.

"Deposition Uniformity, Particle Nucleation and the Optimum Conditions for Chemical Vapor Deposition
in Multi-Wafer Furnaces," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, J. Electrochem. Soc.,l44, No.4, 1399-1410,
1997.

"The Effect of Elastomeric Liners on High-Pressure Liquid Propellant Combustion Oscillations," S. R.
Vosen, R. W. Carling, R. E. Rychnovsky, S. K. Griffiths and R. F. Renzi, Propellants Explosives and
Pyrotechnics, 20, No. 6, 31 1 -321, 1995.

"Freezing Flow in a Subcooled Permeable Medium," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, ASME Journal of
Heat Transfer, Vol. I14, 1036-1041, November, 1992.

"Similarity Analysis of Fracture Growth and Flame Spread in Deformable Solid Propellants," S. K.
Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Combustion and Flame, Vol. 88, 369-383,1992.

"Wormhole Growth in Soluble Porous Materials," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Physical Review
Letters, Vol. 65, No. 13, September 24, 1990.

"Similarity Analysis of Condensing Flows in a Fluid Driven Fracture," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,.I.
of Heat Transfer, Vol I 10, 754-'162, 1988.

"Hybrid AnalyticalA.{umerical Computation of Heat Transfer in a Gas-Driven Fracture," S. K. Griffiths,
R. H. Nilson and F. A. Morrison, Jr., J. Heat Transfer, Vol. 108, No. 3, 1986.

"Similarity Analysis of Energy Transport in Gas-Driven Fractures," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths,
International Journal ofFracture, Vol. 30, No. 2, 1986.

"Hydrogen Combustion In Aqueous Foams," M. R. Baer, S. K. Griffiths and J. E. Shepherd, Nuclear
Scienc e and Engineering, Y ol. 88, 436-444, 1984.

"Numerical Analysis of Hydraulically-Driven Fractures," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Computer
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, Yol.36, 359-370, 1983.

"The Fluid Motion and Transport in and about an Assemblage of Drops in an Electric Field," S. K.
Griffiths and F. A. Morrison, Jr., J.of Colloid and Interface Science, Vol. 94, No. 2, 514-523, 1983.

"The Reduction of Blast Noise with Aqueous Foam," R. Raspet and S. K. Griffiths, J. Acoustical Society
of America,Yol.74, No. 6, 1757-1763, December 1982.

"The Transport from a Drop in an Alternating Electric Field," S. K. Griffiths and F. A. Morrison, Jr., Int.
J. Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 26, No. 5,717-726, 1982.

"On the Transient Convective Transport from a Body of Arbitrary Shape," F. A. Morrison, Jr. and S. K.
Griffiths, J. Heat Transfer, Trans. ASME, Vol. 103, No. l, 92-95, February l98l

"Low Peclet Number Heat and Mass Transfer from a Drop in an Electric Field," S. K. Griffiths and F. A.
Morrison, Jr.,J. Heat Transfer, Trans. ASME, Vol. l0l, No.3,484-488, August 1979.
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Patents

"Vitreous Carbon Mask Substrate for X-Ray Lithography," G. Aigeldinger, D. M. Skala, S. K. Griffiths,
A. A. Talin, C. Y. P. Yang, US PatentNumber7,608,367. Issued October27,2009.

"Portable Apparatus for Separating Sample and Detecting Target Analytes," R. Renzi, S. K. Griffiths, et
al., US Patent Number 7 ,452,507 . Issued November 18, 2008.

"Apparatus for Producing a Thin Sample Band in a Microchannel System," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, US Patent Number 7,371,310. Issued May 13, 2008.

"Axially Tapered and Bilayer Microchannels for Evaporative Cooling Devices," R. H. Nilson and S. K.
Griffiths, US Patent Number 6,951,243. Issued October 4,2005.

"Method for Producing a Thin Sample Band in Microchannel Devices" S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
US Patent Number 6,770,182. Issued August3,2004.

"Method and Apparatus for Reducing Sample Dispersion in Tums and Junctions of Microchannel
Systems," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, US Patent Number 6,733,730. Issued May 11,2004.

"Compact Microchannel System," S. K. Griffiths. US Patent Number 6,627,076. Issued September 30,
2003

"Support Apparatus for Semiconductor Wafer Processing," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson, and K. J. Torres.
US Patent Number 6,576,064. Issued June 10, 2003.

"Method and Apparatus for Thermal Processing of Semiconductor Substrates," S. K. Griffiths, R. H.
Nilson, B. S. Mattson and S. E. Savas. US Patent Number 6,355,909. Issued March 12,2002.

"Porous Electrode Method and Apparatus for Electroforming of Detailed Metal Structures or
Microelectronic Interconnections," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson, and J. M. Hruby. US Patent Number
6,355,147. Issued March 12,2002.

"Method and Apparatus for Reducing Sample Dispersion in Tums and Junctions of Microchannel
Systems," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, US Patent Number 6,270,641. Issued August7,200l.

"Method and Apparatus for Thermal Processing of Semiconductor Wafers," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson,
B. S. Mattson and S. E. Savas, Taiwan Patent Number 129800. Issued July 27 , 2001 .

"Method and Apparatus for Thermal Processing of Semiconductor Wafers," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson,
B. S. Mattson and S. E. Savas, US Patent Number 6,133,550. Issued October 17, 2000.

Selected Presentations, Proceedings and Reports

"Wall Functions for Incorporation of Atomistic Physics into Continuum Modeling of Electrokinetic
Flow," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of Nanotech 2006,Boston, ISBN 0-9767985-9-X,
Vol. 3 (5) 503-506, May 2006.

"Hybrid Atomistic-Continuum Modeling of Electroosmotic Flow in Nanoscale Channels," R. H. Nilson
and S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for
Chemistry and Life Sciences (pTAS 2005), Boston, Massachusetts, October 9-13,2005.

"Modeling Nanoscale Flows by Combining Density Functional Theory with Classical Continuum
Mechanics," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, 8'h U.S. National Congress on Computational Mechanics,
Austin, TX, July 25-27,2005.

"3-D Numerical Simulations of Dimensional Errors in LlGA-produced Structures due to PMMA
Swelling," N. Bhutani, M. A. Hekmaty, Y. Ohashi, S. K. Griffiths, Sixth International Conference on

High Aspect Ratio Microstructure Technology (HARMST'05), Gyeongiu, Korea, June l0-13,2005.
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"An aluminum Substrate for Microfabrication by LIGA," S. K. Griffiths, M. W. Losey, J. T. Hachman, D.
M. Skala, L. L. Hunter, N. Y. C. Yang, D. R. Boehme, J. S. Korellis, G. Aigeldinger, W. Y. Lu, J. J.

Kelly, M. A. Hekmaty, D. E. Mclean, P. C. Y. Yang, C. A. Hauck and T. A. Friedmann, SAND2005-
2521, April2005.

"Development of Models and Online Diagnostic Monitors of the High-Temperature Corrosion in
Oxy/Fuel Glass Furnaces," M. D. Allendorf, R. H. Nilson, S. F. Rice, S. K. Griffiths, P. M. Walsh, N. Y.
Yang, B. Bugeat, M. Usman-Ghani, O. Marin, G. Pecoraro, K. E. Spear, E. Wolfe and M. Velez,
SAND2005-l I 96, April 2005.

"A Modeling and Simulation Investment Strategy for Enabling Microsystems Technologies: An ASC
Program Plan," V. Tikare, M. T. Dugger, T. E. Buchheit, S. K. Griffiths, R. C. Schmidt, J. S. Custer, S.

N. Kempka, G. E. Sleefe, C. C. Wong, K. A. Peterson, C. A. Apblett, R. J. Shul and F. Bitsie,
SAND2004-4828, October 2004.

"W80 LEP GTS Peer Review Committee Report (U)," M. F. Hardwick, S. K. Griffiths, J. L. Handrock,
B. L. Haroldsen, K. Wally, W. S. Winters, RS-8243/040192, October 2004,

"Modeling Nano-Fluidics with Application to Electrokinetic Pumps," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Fifth International SmallTalk Conference, Association for Laboratory Automation, San Jose, California,
July l3-16, 2003. Invited Presentation.

"Fundamental Limitations of LIGA X-Ray Lithography," S. K. Griffiths, Fifth Intemational Conference
on High Aspect Ratio Microstructure Technology (HARMST '03), Monterey, Califomia, June l5-17,
2003. Invited presentation.

"Optimization of Electrokinetic Pumps for Chip-Based Chromatographic Separations, S. K. Griffiths and
R. H. Nilson, Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Miniaturized Chemical and Biological
Analysis Systems (pTAS 2002), Nara, Japan, November 3-7,2002.

"Stream Function and Vonicity Formulation for Electrokinetic Transport in Microchannel Devices," R.
H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of the Fifth World Conference on Computational Mechanics
(WCCM-V), Vienna, Austria, July 7-12,2002. Invited Presentation.

"Modeling Electrokinetic Transport for the Design and Optimization of Microchannel Systems," S. K.
Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Fifth International Conference on Miniaturized Chemical and Biological
Analysis Systems (pTAS 2001), Monterey, California, October 2l-25,2001. Invited Plenary
Presentation.

"Transport Limitations on Development Times of LIGA PMMA Resists," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, Fourth Intemational Conference on High Aspect Ratio Microstructure Technology (HARMST
'01), Baden-Baden, Germany, June 17-19,2001.

"Modeling Acoustic Agitation for Enhanced Development of LIGA Resists," R. H. Nilson, S. K. Griffiths
and A. Ting, Fourth Intemational Conference on High Aspect Ratio Microstructure Technology
(HARMST'01), Baden-Baden, Germany, June 17-19, 2001.

"Inverted Method for Simulation of Electrokinetic Transport in Microchannel Devices," R. H. Nilson and
S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Modeling and Simulation of
Microsystems, Hilton Head Island, SC, March 19-21,2001. MSM200l, Computational Publications,
Cambridge, MA,2001.

"Chemical Vapor Infiltration," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Chapter 6 of Chemical Vapor Deposition,
J. H. Park and T. S. Sudarshan, Eds, ISBN 0-87170-692X, ASM International, Materials Park, OH,
2001.
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"Dispersion in Tums for Species Transport by Electrophoresis and Electroosmotic Flow," S. K. Griffiths
and R. H. Nilson, Proceedings of the SPIE Symposium on Micromachining and Microfabrication, Santa
Clara, CA, September 18-20, MicroJluidic Devices and Systems III, 14177, No. 29, 2000.

"Acoustic Agitation for Enhanced Development of LIGA PMMA Resists," R. H. Nilson and S. K.
Griffiths, Proceedings of the SPIE Symposium on Micromachining and Microfabrication, Santa Clara,
CA, September l8-20, Micromachining and Microfabrication Process Technology VI, 14174,No.5,
2000.

"Contained Rocket Motor Bum Demonstrations in X-Tunnel: Final Report for DoD/DOE Joint
Demilitarization Technology Program," 24 authors including S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, J. Lipkin,
Ed., Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND2000-8238, printed May 2000.

"Numerical and Analytical Modeling of Gas Transport in the Tritium-Producing Burnable Absorber Rod
(U)," R. H. Nilson, S. K. Griffiths and D. F. Cowgill, Sandia National Laboratories CRD Report,
SAND2000-8231, printed May 2000.

"Electroosmotic Flow in a Tube or Channel at Non-Negli gible Zeta Potentials," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Modeling and Simulation of Microsystems,
San Diego, California, March 27-29,2000. MSM2000, Computational Publications, Cambridge, MA,
2000. Also appears as SAND2000-8437.

"Numerical Evaluation of Rapid Thermal Processing Equipment," S. R. Vosen, D. J. Rader, R. H. Nilson
and S. K. Griffiths, Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND99-8261, printed November 1999.

"Application of Cryocycling to Rocket Motor Propellant Size Reduction and Reuse," J. Lipkin, L.
Whinnery, S. Griffiths, R. Nilson, J. Kaminska, G. Mower, W. Munson, J. McNair, J. Elliot, NATO
Advanced Research Workshop, Moscow, Russia, October 2l , 1999.

"LIGA: Metals, Plastics and Ceramics, J. M. Hruby, A. Morales, L. Domeier, W. D. Bonivert, D. R.
Boehme, M. A. Bankert, J. T. Hachmann, S. Leith, S. K. Griffiths and A. Ting, Proceedings of the SPIE
Symposium on Micromachining and Microfabrication, Santa Clara, CA, September 20-22,
Micromachining and Microfabrication Process Technolog,t, 3874, No. 02, 1999.

"lrrotationality of Uniform Electro-Osmosis," E. B. Cummings, S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Proceedings of the SPIE Symposium on Micromachining and Microfabrication, Santa Clara, CA,
September 20-22, Micro-Fluidic Devices and Systems,3877, No. 27, 1999.

"LIGA Micromachining at Sandia National Laboratories," A. M. Morales, J. M. Hruby, T. Bennett, M.
Bankert, D. R. Boehme, W. D. Bonivert, J. Hachman, S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson, A. Ting, L. Domeier,
P. Keifer, 4th Intemational Conference on the Commercialization of Microsystems, Dortmund, Germany,
July lOth, 1999.

"The Influence of Mask Substrate Thickness on Exposure and Development Times for the LIGA
Process," S. K. Griffiths, A. Ting and J. M. Hruby, Third International Conference on High Aspect Ratio
Microstructure Technology (HARMST '99), Kisarazu Chiba, Japan, June l3-15, 1999.

"Eliminating Silicon Crystal Defects Induced by Thermal and Gravitational Stresses," R. H. Nilson and
S. K. Griffiths, DeJbcts in Silicon III,The Electrochemical Society, Vol. 99-1, l19-132, 1999. (lnvited
Paper, 195'h Meeting of the Electrochemical Society, Seattle, WA, May 2-7, lggg).

"Hydrodynamic Dispersion of a Neutral Solute in Electoosmotic Flow," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Proceedings of the Second Intemational Conference on Modeling and Simulation of Microsystems, San

Juan, Puerto Rico, April 19-21,1999. MSM99, Computational Publications, Cambridge, MA, 558-561,
1999.
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"Optimum Doses and Mask Thickness for Synchrotron Exposure of PMMA Resists," S. K. Griffiths,
J. M. Hruby and A. Ting, Proceedings of the SPIE Symposium on Design, Test and Microfabrication
of MEM/MOEMS, Paris, France, March 30-April I, 1999.

"PMMA Development Studies Using Various Synchrotron Sources and Exposure Conditions," M. X.
Tan, M. A. Bankert, S. K. Grifhths, A. Ting, D. R. Boehme, S. Wilson and L. M. Balser, Proceedings of
the SPIE Symposium on Micromachining and Microfabrication, Santa Clara, CA, September 20-22,
Materials and Device Characterization in Micromachining 3512, 1998.

"Modeling Electrodeposition for LIGA Microdevice Fabrication," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson, R. W.
Bradshaw, A. Ting, W. D. Bonivert, J. T. Hachman and J. M. Hruby, Sandia National Laboratories
Report, SAND98-8231, printed February 1998.

"Cryocycling of Energetic Materials: Final Report," S. Griffiths, J. Handrock, D. Kasberg, J. Lipkin, R.
Nilson, V. Revelli, L. Weingarten and L. Whinnery, edited by J. Lipkin, Sandia National Laboratories
Report, SAND97-8280, printed August 1997.

"Optimum Conditions for Maximum Centerline Deposition Rates in Chemical Vapor Infiltration for
Composites Manufacturing," S. 11. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Proceedings of the International
Conference on Chemical Vapor Deposition: CVD XIV and EUROCVD I l, l92nd Meeting of the
Electrochemical Society, Paris, France, September 1, 1997.

"Molecular-Scale Modeling of Adsorption in Microporous Materials Using a Hybrid
AnalyticalA',lumerical Method," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Second SIAM Conference of
Mathematical Aspects of Materials Science, Philadelphia, PA, May 12-14, 1997.

"Thermal Processing Issues for 300 mm Silicon Wafers: Challenges and Opportunities," H. R. Huff, R. K
Goodall, R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of the lglst Meeting of the Electrochemical
Society, Montreal, Canada, May 4-9,1997.

"Scaling of Wafer Stresses and Thermal Processes to Large Wafers," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths,
Proceedings of the 1997 International Conference on Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films, American
Vacuum Society, San Diego, CA, April 22,1997 (Invited Paper).

"ln Situ Bioremediation: A Network Model of Diffirsion and Flow in Granular Porous Media," S. K.
Griffiths, R. H. Nilson and R. W. Bradshaw, Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND97-8250,
printed April 1997.

"Analyses of Wafer Support and Transport Processes for 300 mm Wafers," S. K. Griffiths and R. H.
Nilson, 6th International Conference on 300 mm Wafer Specification, SEMICON/Japan, Tokyo, Japan,
December 5,1996.

"Scaling Batch Processes for Large Wafer Diameters," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths, Second Large
Diameter Wafer Thermal Issues Conference, SEMATECH, Austin, TX, September 25,1996.

"Reduction of Pressure Oscillations in Liquid Propellant Combustion," R. E. Rychnovsky, R. W. Carling,
S. K. Griffiths and S. R. Vosen, Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND96-8205, printed January
1996.

"Sandia Support for the Textron Rapid Densification IPC Program," S. K. Griffiths, R. S. Larson, R. H.
Nilson, L. L. Whinnery, T. Osterheld, M. Allendorf, B. A. Meyer and M. Nichols, ARPA Annual Review
of the Textron Specialty Materials RD IPC Program, Chelmsford, MS, August 10, 1995.

"Particle Size Reduction of Propellants by Cryocycling," L. L. Whinnery, S. K. Griffiths, J. Lipkin, R. H.
Nilson, S. Goods, D. Dawson, H. Radloff, R. S. Larson, B. Long, J. Swearengen, and J. M. Hruby, Sandia
National Laboratories Report, SAND95-8227, printed May 1995.

"Exchange Front Stability in Packed-Column Chromatography," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson,
Proceedings of the 4th Symposium on Multiphase Transport in Porous Media, FED 173lHTD-Vol. 265,
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ASME Winter Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, November 28-December 3, 1993. Also appears as
sAND93-8503.

"Injection Nozzle and Liquid Dispersion Effects in Liquid Propellant Combustion Pressure Oscillations,"
S. R' Vosen, S. K. Griffiths, R. E. Rychnovsky and R. W. Carling, Proceedings of the Joint 1993
JANNAF Propulsion Meeting and 3Oth JANNAF Combustion Subcommittee Meeting, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Califomia, November l5-18, 1993.

"The Effect of Elastomeric Liners on High-Pressure Liquid Propellant Combustion Oscillations,,'S. R.
Vosen, R. W. Carling, R. E. Rychnovsky, S. K. Griffiths and R. F. Renzi, Sandia National Laboratories
internal report, SAND92-8592, June 1993.

"Propellant Removal from Rocket Motors Containing Double-Base Compositions," L. Whinnery, S. K.
Griffiths, J. M. Hruby, R. S. Larson, B. C. Long and J. Lipkin, Proceedings of the 23rd International
Conference of Fraunhaufer-Institut fur Chemische Technologie (ICT) -- Waste Management of Energetic
Materials and Polymers, Karlsruhe, Germany, June 30 - July 3, 1992.

"Results from Combustion Chamber Liner Tests in the Liquid Propellant Injector/Combustor," S. R.
Vosen, R. W. Carling, R. E. Rychnovsky, S. K. Griffiths and R. F. Renzi, Proceedings of the 28th
JANNAF Combustion Subcommittee Meeting, San Antonio, TX, October 28-November I , I 991 .

"Sustained Growth of Multiple Gas-Driven Fractures," S. K. Griffiths, R. H. Nilson and E. J. Halda,
Proceedings of the 6th Symposium on Containment of Underground Nuclear Explosions, Reno, NV,
September 23-27 , 1991.

"Predicted Tritium and Helium Deliveries for Chaps Systems," S. K. Griffiths and J. M. Hruby, JOWOG-
l2 on Chemistry and Weapons Materials, AWE, Aldermaston, UK, September l0-14, 1990.

"The Effect of Height Stratification on Gravitational Coagulation and Settting of Aerosols," L. A. Mondy
and S. K. Griffiths, Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND87-0645, March 1990.

"Combustion of Liquid Propellant in a High-Pressure Injector/Combustor," R. W. Carling, R. E.
Rychnovsky and S. K. Griffiths, Proceedings of the 26th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, Pasadena, CA,
October 23-27 , 1989. Also appears as SAND89-87 19, December 1989.

"Choking Limitations on the Speed of Gas Driven Fractures," 5th Symposium on Containment of
Underground Nuclear Explosions, S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Mission Research Corporation, Santa
Barbara, CA, September 18-22, 1989.

"Analysis of Condensing Flow in a Fluid Driven Fracture - Application to Nuclear Test Containment," S.
K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Fourth Symposium on the Containment of Undergroung Nuclear Tests,
Colorado Springs, CO, September 2l-25,1987

"Transient Evaporating Flow in a Fluid Driven Fracture," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, First
International Multiphase Fluid Transients Symposium, ASME Fluids Engineering Division, Vol 41,75-
83, December 1986. (also appears as SAND86-8827)

"Hydraulic Fractures Driven By Two-Phase Flows," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, ASME Winter
Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA, December 1986.

"Gap Leakage in Blast Gun Experiments," S. K. Griffiths, A. E. Lutz and W. S. Winters, Sandia National
Laboratories, memo to L. L Weingarten, July 28, 1986.

"Lethality Test Of Sprint Rocket Motor," S. K. Griffiths, Sandia National Laboratories, memo to F. H.
Mathews, July l, 1986.

"Similarity Analysis of Condensing Flow in a Fluid Driven Fracture, S. K. Griffiths and R. H., Sandia
National Laboratories Report, SAND87-8667, March 1986.
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"Gas-Driven Fractures in Nuclear Test Containment," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Sandia National
Laboratories Report, SAND8 5-8686, March I 986.

"Self-Similar Analysis of Planar Hydraulic Fractures Driven by a Constant Flow Rate," R. H. and S. K.
Griffiths, Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND86-9694, March 1986.

"Analysis of Fluid/Solid Interaction in Hydraulic Fracturing: Transition Between Laminar and Turbulent
Flows," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson Fluid Transients In Fluid-Structure Interaction, Fluids
Engineering Division, ASME, Vol.30,3l-40, November 1985. (also appears as SAND85-8758)

"Gas-Driven Fractures in Nuclear Test Containment," S. K. Griffiths and R. H. Nilson, Proceedings of the
Third Symposium on Containment of Underground Nuclear Explosions, LLNL CONF-850953,
September 1985. (also appears as SAND85-8686)

"Gas Fracturing: Numerical Calculations and Field Experiments," S. K. Griffiths, C. W. Smith, and R. H.
Nilson, Proceedings of the 25th U. S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, American Institute of Mining,
Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, Inc., I 57 -l 64, I 984.

"lgnition of ALIFE3O4 Thermite Mixtures," S. K. Griffiths and W. F. Hammetter, Ninth Intemational
Pyrotechnics Society Seminar, Colorado Springs, Co, August 7, 1984.

"Shock Wave Propagation in Aqueous Foams," S. K. Griffiths, Gordon Research Conference, Plymouth
State College, Plymouth, NH, August 2, 1984 (lnvited Presentation).

"Similarity Analysis of Energy Transport in Gas-Driven Fractures," R. H. Nilson and S. K. Griffiths,
Sandia National Laboratories Report, SAND84-0469, June 1984.

"The Permeability of Granular Beds Implaced in a Vertical Drill Hole," S. K. Griffiths and F. A.
Morrison, Jr., ASME Fluids Engineering Symposium, Energy-sources Technology Conference, New
Orleans, LA, February 12-16, 1984.

"Numerical Analysis of Hydraulically Driven Fractures: Comparisons with Similarity Solutions and
Experimental Results," S. K. Griffiths, C. W. Smith and R. H. Nilson, Proceedings of the Second
Symposium on Containment of Underground Nuclear Explosions, Defense Nuclear Agency,
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1 Appendix M: List of Consideration Materials
2 Ex 3179

3 Ex 3220

4 Ex 7219

5 Ex 8122

6 Ex 8553

フ Ex 8664

8 Ex 8665

9 Ex 8666

10 Ex 8666

11 Ex 8667

Ex 8668

Ex 8669

14 Ex 8669

Ex 8670

Ex 8670
一／ Ex 8671

18 Ex 8672

19 Ex 8672

20 Ex 8673

Ex 8674

Ex 8675

Ex 8675

24 Ex 8676

Ex 8677

Ex 8678

Ex 8679

28 Ex 8680

Ex 8681

30 Ex 8681

Ex 8681

Ex 8681

Ex 8683

34 Ex 8683

Ex 8684

Ex 8686

Ex 8687

Ex 8688

39 Ex 8689

40 Ex 8690

41 Ex 8690

42 Ex 8691

43 Ex 8692

44 Ex 8692

45 Ex 8693

46 Ex 8694⌒
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47 Ex 8695

48 Ex 8696

49 Ex 8697

50 Ex 8698

Ex 9156

Ex 9256

Ex 9306

54 Ex 9314
Ｃ
υ Ex 9315

Ex 9316

Ex 9317

Ex 9320

Ex 9320

60 Ex 9325
０́ Ex 9325
ｂ́ Ex 9328

Ex 9361

64 Ex 9402

Ex 9455

66 Ex 9469
６́ Ex 9490

68 Ex 9490
０́ Ex 9490

70 Ex 9490

Ex 9506

Ex 9507

Ex 9508

74 Ex 9509

75 Ex.9511-corrected
76 Ex 9516

Ex 9517

78 Ex 9522

79 Ex 9523

80 Ex 9546
０
０ Ex 9890

82 Ex 9891

83 Ex 10031

84 Ex 10443

Ex 10444

86 Ex ll132

87 Ex ll133

88 Ex ll134

89 Ex ll135

90 Ex ll136

91 Ex ll137

92 Ex ll138

V

V
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ヘ

A

Ex ll139

94 Ex ll140

Ex ll141

96 Ex ll142

97 Ex ll143

98 Ex ll144

99 Ex ll145B

100 Ex ll146

101 Ex ll147

102 Ex ll148

103 Ex ll149

104 Ex ll150
ハ
υ Ex ll151

106 Ex ll152

107 Ex ll153

108 Ex ll154

109 Ex ll155

110 Ex ll156

Ex ll157

Ex ll158

113 Ex ll159

Ex ll160

Ex ll161

Ex ll162

Ex ll163

118 Ex ll164

119 Ex ll165

120 Ex ll166

Ex ll173

Ex ll174

Ex ll175

Ex ll176

Ex 22740

Deposition Of Matt Lee Gochnour{20120913)

pepOsitiOn of Matt Lee Gochnour{20120914)

128 DepOstion of Morten H Emisen(20111208)

DepOsitiOn of Stephen Paul Carmichael(20121218)

DepOs tion ofStephen Paul Carmichael(20121219)

DepOsition of Tonv Liao′ Ph D,Volume l(20130110)

DepOsition of Tony Liao′ Ph D′ Volume 2(20130111)

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL00940544-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL00940546⌒
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A

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL01587191-BP― HZN―

2179MDL01587201

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL01592779‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179M DL01592798
０́ BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL01607006

137 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL01607007

138

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL01607019-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL01607025

139 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL02208336

140

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL02208337-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL02208357

141 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL02208358

142 BP―HZN-2179MDL02208359

143 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL02208359

144 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL02208359

145

BP―HZN-2179MDL04480747-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL04480748

146 BP― HZN-2179MDL04480749

147 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04480750

148 8P― HZN‐ 2179MDL04480751

149 BP― HZN-2179MDL04480フ 52
Ｅ
υ BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04810382

BP―HZN-2179MDL04810383

BP― HZN‐2179MDL04823762

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL04825892‐ 8P― HZN‐

2179MDL04825893

BP‐HZN-2179MDL04827503‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL04827504

BP―HZN-2179MDL04831001‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL04831003

ｂ́

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL04844415‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL04844416

157 BP‐HZN-2179MDL04851876

158 BP― HZN‐ 2179MDL04851877

159 BP―HZN-2179MDL04859296

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL04869884

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04869885

162 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04877708

163 BP‐ HZN-2179MDL04884268

164

BP― HZN-2179MDL04896195

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL04896196

BP―HZN-2179MDL04917974

16フ

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL04918831-8P‐ HZN‐

2179MDL04918832

168 BP― HZN-2179MDL04918833

V

V
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169

170

BP― HZN-2179M DL04920968

BP― HZN‐2179MDL04920969

171

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL04930320‐ 8P― HZN‐

2179MDL04930323

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05021364‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL05021366

BP― HZN‐2179MDL05021367

174 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05021368

BP― HZN-2179MDL05050297‐ BP― HZN‐

2179MDL05050299

BP― HZN-2179MDL05058495

BP‐HZN-2179MDL05058495

178

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05092120-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL05092125

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05101509 to 1510

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05698790

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05698790

182 BP― HZN-2179MDL05698791

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05698791

184 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05710447

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05710457‐ BP― HZN‐

2179MDL05710470

186

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05713321-BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL05713330

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05745820

188 BP― HZN‐2179MDL05745880

BP― HZN‐2179MDL05777324
190 BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05777325

BP‐HZN-2179MDL05856301‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL05856303

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL05857306‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179M DL05857308

193

BP― HZN‐2179MDL05859638-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL05859641

194

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05860582‐ BP― HZN‐

2179MDL05860584

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL05864479‐ 8P‐ H2N‐

2179MDL05864483

BP‐HZN-2179MDL06089077

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06099534-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL06099535

198

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL06099534‐ 8P‐ HZN‐

2179MDL06099535

型 BP‐HZN-2179MDL06126568

型 BP‐HZN-2179MDL06336851

型 BP‐HZN-2179MDL06495915⌒
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202

BP‐ HZN‐2179MOL06536400-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL06536420

203

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06608850‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL06608859

204 BP― HZN-2179MDL06608860

ハ
υ

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL06612452‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL06612461

206 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06612462

207

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06876116-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL06876144

208 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06938097 T0 38105

209

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06938106-BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL06938109

210 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06938110

211 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06938111

212 8P‐ HZN‐2179MDL06938112

BP―HZN-2179MDL06939005 to 9013

214

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06959089‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL06959092

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06959093

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06959094

BP― HZN-2179MDL06959095

BP― HZN-2179MDL06959096

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL06959097

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06959098

BP― HZN‐2179MDL06959333-8P― HZN‐

2179MDL0695339

222

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06962142‐ BP― HZN―

2179MDL06962144

223

BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL06962145‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL06962152

224 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL06962153

BP―HZN-2179MDL06962198‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL06962202

BP― HZN‐ 2179MDL06962203‐ BP― HZN―

2179MDL06962205

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07012741‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07012742

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07012941-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07012945
BP― HZN‐2179MDL07013314-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL07013317

230 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL07013318

BP― HZN‐ 2179MDL07013319

BP―HZN-2179MDL07013478‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL07013483

V

V
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BP‐ HZN-2179MDL07013664-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07013673

234

BP―HZN-2179MDL07013756-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07013764

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07014728‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07014729

BP― HZN-2179MDL07014730

8P‐ HZN‐2179MDL07014731

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07014732

239 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07014733

240 8P‐ HZN-2179MDL07114100

241 BP‐ HZN-2179MDL07247552

242 BP‐ HZN-2179MDLOフ 247752

243

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07250945‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07250956

244 BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07263650

245

8P‐ HZN‐2179MDL07284545-BP― HZN‐

2179MDL07284554

246

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07284666‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07284673

247

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287056-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07287058

248 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287059
249 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287060

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287061

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287062

BP‐ HZN-2179MDL07287750‐ BP― HZN‐

2179MDL07287752

253

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07287968‐ BP‐ HZN―

2179M DL07287969

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07288901‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07288909

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07288910

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07288924-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07288926

257

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07289825‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07289828

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07289829

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07290599-BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL07290601

260 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07290602

261

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07291113‐ 8P‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07291115

型 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07291679

型 BP― HZN‐2179MDL07291679
⌒
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A

264

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07299385‐ BP―HZN―

2179MDL07299386

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07299431‐ BP‐HZN‐

2179MDL07299432

BP― HZN-2179MDL07299794-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07299797

BP― HZN-2179MDL07300593-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07300597

268

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07301891-8P‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07301894

269 BP―HZN-2179MDL07301895

270 BP―HZN-2179MDL07301896

271 BP―HZN-2179MDL07301897

272

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07302669-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07302672

273 8P‐ HZN‐2179MDL07302673

274 BP― HZN-2179MDL07304106

275 BP― HZN-2179MDL07304506

276

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07306418-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07306429

277

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07308227-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07308228

278

8P― HZN-2179MDL07308229-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07308238

279 BP‐ HZN-2179MDL07308808

280

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07308812‐ BP― HZN‐

2179MDL07308816

Ｏ
Ｏ

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07310116-BP‐ HZN―

2179MDL07310125

282

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07310201‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07310203

283

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07347878-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07347883

284 BP―HZN-2179MDL07348831

０
０

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07359111-BP― HZN―

2179MDL07359115

286

BP―HZN-2179MDL07359132‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07359138

287 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL07459547

288 BP― HZN‐ 2179MDL07459547
289 BP― HZN‐ 2179MDL07556712

290 BP― HZN-2179MDL07556715

291 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL07556757

292 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL07556778

293 BP‐ HZN‐ 2179MDL07557141

294 BP― HZN-2179MDL07568879

V

V
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BP‐ HZN-2179MDL07585667-BP‐ HZN‐

2179M DL07585712

BP‐ HZN‐2179MDL07585755‐ BP‐ HZN‐

2179MOL07585769

297

BP― HZN‐2179MDL07585805-BP‐ HZN‐

2179MDL07585807

298 BP― HZN-2179MDL07633347

299 BP‐ HZN‐ BLY00000001‐ BP‐ HZN‐BLY00000193

300

BP‐ HZN‐ BLY00051414‐ BP‐ HZN‐ BLY00051417;BP,HZN―

BLY00051578‐ BP‐ HZN‐BLY00051636

301 BP― HZN‐ BLY00051610

302 BP‐ HZN― BLY00082874‐ BP‐ HZN―BLY00082914

303 BP‐ HZN‐BLY00396283

304 BP― HZN‐CEC017621-BP― HZN‐CEC017629
Λ
υ CAM CIV 0102190‐ CAM CIV 0102202

306 DNV001-0021

307 DNV2011061503

308 DNV2011061504

309 DNV2011061511

310 DNV2011061606

DNV‐SUPPL‐ 000333

DSE003‐031366

DSE030‐330‐ 331

DSE030-332-333

lMT954‐ 011831‐ 42

IMVV014‐ 000878‐ lMW014‐000906

LAL001-000355‐ LAL001-000388

318 LAL037‐ 004096-LAL037‐ 004128

LAL037‐ 004192‐ LAL037-004266

LAL137‐ 027973

LAL144-005899‐ 005905

LAL248‐ 009068‐ LAL248‐009079

LAL278‐ 042744-LAL278‐ 042746

LAL279‐ 020402‐ 020411

LAL279‐ 20412

LAL279-20413

327 LNL020-19910‐ 12

328 LNL020-19910‐ 12

329 LN L067‐4967‐ 4978

DNV Forensic Examination of the Deepwater Horizon
Blowout Preventer vols. I and ll (20110320)

DNV Forensic Examination of the Oeepwater Horizon
Blowout Preventer vols. land ll (20110320)

NPT001‐ 000125-NPT0001‐ 000129
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N PT001-000130

0‖00041744-0‖ 00041745

SD 0340222,SD 034220,SD 034212

SDX004-0007730‐ SDX004‐ 0007748

SDX005-0026599

SDX005-0029904

SDX012-0024579

340 SDX012‐ 0031790‐ SDX012‐ 003180フ

341 SDX012-15870‐ SDX012‐ 15874

342 SDX013-0000257‐ SDX013‐ 0000268

343 SNL002-1428‐ SN L002‐ 1438

344 SNL002‐ 20899-SNL022-20915

345 SNL002‐20933-SNL022-20956

346 SNL007-6872‐ SNL007‐2875

347 SNL012‐005725‐ 005727

348 SNL019-4380

349 SNL019-4813-SNL019‐ 4829

350 SNL021‐7530-SNL021-7542

SNL021-7543‐ SNL021‐7548

SN L022-007753

SNL022-007753

354 SN L022‐021579-SNL022-021590

SNL022‐20993‐ SNL022-21012

SNL022-21243‐ SNL022-21245

SNL022‐ 21246-SNL022‐ 21248

SNL022-23742-SNL022‐ 23743

SNL022-23807-SNL022‐ 23807

SNL041-1436-SN L041‐ 1440

SNL042-019507‐

SNL043‐006027-SN L043‐ 006076

SN L044-15512

364 SN L044‐ 2450
６́ SNL044‐387

366 SNL045-998

367 SNL045-13567‐ SNL045-13579

368 SNL045-13593‐ SNL045‐ 13600

369 SNL045-13673‐ SN L045‐ 13701

370 SNL045‐1793‐ SNL045‐1817

SN L045-1833‐ SNL045-1844

SNL045-1857‐ SNL045-1860

373 SNL045-1878‐ SNL045-1881

374 SNL045‐ 1964-SNL045‐ 1979

SNL045‐1996‐ SNL045-2003

376 SNL045‐2004‐ SN L045‐ 2012

37フ SNL045‐2013-SN L045-2021

SNL045-2022-SNL045-2023

V

V
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379 SNL046-082640

380 SN L046-71976

381 SNL046‐82105-SN L046‐ 82141

382 SNL047‐ 13178‐ SNL047‐ 13222

SNL048‐5360-SNL048‐ 5373

384 SN L048-705‐ SNL048-731
０
０ SNL059-00136

386 SNL075‐948-966
387 SNL084‐ 003280-SN L084‐ 003286

SNL084-000111

389 SN L084-000259

390 SNL084‐002132-SNL084‐002146

SNL084‐002148

SNL084‐002149-SNL084‐ 002154

SN L084-002155-SNL084‐ 002162

SNL084-002163‐ SN L084-002166
０
フ SNL084‐002176-SNL084-003230

SNL084‐003231‐ SNL084‐003248

SN L084‐ 003249-SNL084‐ 003263

398 SNL084-003264‐ SN L084‐ 003278

399 SNL084‐005091

400 SNL084‐005092-SNL084‐ 005114

401 SN L084-005115

402 SNL084‐005116

403 SNL084‐008718-SNL084‐ 008757

SNL084-008718‐ SNL084‐008757

SN L084‐ 008801‐ SNL084‐008814

406 SNL084-008878‐ SN L084-008717

407 SNL084-0112

408 SNL084‐0113

409 SN L084-0114

410 SNL084‐016920

411 SNL084‐016921

412 SNL084-016922

413 SN L084-016933-SN L084-016938

414 SNL084-046793
И
” SNL084‐046794

416 SNL084‐046795

41フ SNL084-046796

418 SNL084‐046797

419 SNL084‐046798

SN L084‐ 046799

」 SNL084‐046800

」 SNL084‐046801

」 SNL084-046802

J SN L084-046803′ヘ
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A
Ｅ
υ

′
● SNL084-046804

426 SNL084-046805

427 SNL084‐046806

428 SNL084-046807

429 SNL084-046808

430 SN L084-046809

431 SN L084‐046810

432 SN L084‐046811

433 SN L084-046812

434 SN L084‐046813

435 SNL084‐046814

436 SN L084-046815

437 SNL084-046816
aRR SNL084‐046817

439 SNL084‐046818

SNL084‐046819

441 SNL084-046820

442 SNL084‐046821

443 SNL084‐046822

SNL084-046823

445 SNL084-046824

446 SNL084-046825

44フ SNL084‐046826

448 SNL084‐046827

449 SN L084‐046828

450 SN L084‐046829

451 SN L084‐046830

452 SN L084-046831

453 SN L084‐046832

454 SNL084‐046833

455 SNL084‐046834

456 SNL084‐046835

457 SNL084-046836

458 SNL084-046837

459 SNL084-046838

460 SNL084-046839

461 SNL084‐046840

462 SNL084‐046841

463 SNL084-046842

464 SNL084-046843

465 SN L084-046844

466 SN L084-046845

467 SN L084-046846

468 SN L084-050560‐ 050577

469 SNL084‐050560-050577

470 SNL084‐06267

V

V
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471 SN L084-074525

472 SNL084‐08758

473 SNL084‐ 1571

474 SN L084‐ 1579‐ SNL084‐ 1599

475 SNL084-1600-SNL084-1626

476 SNL084‐1627‐ SNL084‐ 1653

477 SNL084-1654‐ SNL084-1680

478 SNL084‐ 16553

479 SNL084‐ 1682‐ SNL084-1693

480 SNL084-1699‐ SNL084‐ 1727

481 SN L084‐ 1728-SNL084‐ 1756

482 SNL084‐2062‐ SNL084‐2071

SNL084-2072‐ SNL084‐ 2081

484 SN L084‐ 2082-SNL084‐ 2091
Ｅ
υ

０
０

４
SNL084‐46784
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